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Decisive win
for D ave Hill
By PAT MURPHY 
Concern for quality of life in Central 
Saanich and a fear the rural countryside 
could be swallowed up by gimcrack 
housing developments — which many 
people see as a form of irreversible 
pollution — was likely a factor in Dave 
Hill’s decisive mayoralty win in 
Saturday’s byelection.
The two-to-one majority vote in favor 
of Hill, 37, indicates he had been seen by 
the electorate as a champion of con­
servation and his opponent, Frank 
Waiting, as in favor of, or at least 
tolerant of development.
But the pro-development label waS 
unfair. Waring said late Saturday night. 
Every development proposal — in­
cluding Genstar’s plan for a housing 
development on land the multi­
national corporation owns at Tod Inlet 
adjacent to the old cement plant and 
Butchart Gardens — had been con­
sidered by council, he said.
Waring said he had not made a 
decision on the offer, which had 
changed character several times but had 
been opposed to the procedure followed 
in consideration of the proposal.
“A lot went wrong . . . and the blame 
seemed to be all directed at me . . . 
unfairly,” Waring said.
The die was cast on the Monday 
before Saturday’s election. Waring 
said, when former mayor Jean Butler 
came out against him. She was joined.
Central Saanich’s new mayor, Dave Hil! with wife Diane.
he said, by three aldermen — George 
MacFarlane, Dick Sharpe and to a lesser 
degree, Percy Lazarz.
Then, he said, a telephone campaign 
was organized and ‘‘a lot of misin­
formation” was .spread about his stand 
on various matters, including Genstar.
Waring said he would probably not 
again seek municipal office. He had
been through a number of campaigns in 
his career and they were hard not only 
on him but on his wife. He said he 
would just retire now “and do my own 
thing.” •
His acceptance of the situation was 
more equable than that of some of his
Continued on Page 12
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It’s final: the proposed transit system 
for the Saanich Peninsula has been 
approved by the Capital Regional 
Di.strict, and work is already under way 
to bring the plan into service.
But don’t start getting ready for that 
bus trip into Sidney or downtown 
Victoria ~ at least not just yet.
Larry Miller, assistant general 
manager of Urban Transit Authority 
.said buses for the new routes won’t be 
purchased until late fall at the earliest, 
and probably won’t be on the runs until 
January, 1981.
But what has been settled are the 
routes and the number of buses needed.
As announced in February, eight 
buses will handle the increase in service
SIDNEY MAN
ON MURDER CHARGE
A 29-ycar-old Sidney man has been 
taken into custody by Saanich police 
following the alleged murder of a 31- 
ycar-old Saanich woman late Monday 
night or early Tuesday morning.
A police spokesimm said the woman’s 
body was found wrapped in a tarpaulin 
bag in a boat in a Sidney yard about 7 
a.m, Tuesday.
r.)cad is Marion MacKay, 5<l2o Old 
■ West Saanich Road.
Police would not release the name of 
the man held, but said charges are 
• ngndin'g,
Police llrsl received word of the 
incident when the woman's boyfriend 
contacted them. The boyfriend said he 
had attended the woman’s home on Old 
West Saanich Road where she lived 
alone after she failed to meet him at a 
prc t: ranged engagement,
He found a window to the home had 
been broken and the interior splattered 
with blood, He then called police.
Police said their investigation led 
them to the Sidney home and the 
unidemilied local male.
to the peninsula, and there will be two 
levels of busing; a direct or ‘‘regional” 
route, and a feeder or ‘‘local ” system.
The regional route will link Swartz 
Bay, Sidney, Saanichton, and Royal 
Oak with downtown Victoria. The 
feeder systems will service North 
Saanich, Brentwood-Keating, Brcnt- 
wood-West Saanich, and Cordova Bay- 
Central Saanich.
An estimated cost for the service to 
both the peninsula and western com­
munity has been placed at $1,8 million 
with revenne estimated at about 
$650,000.
The new service will thus create a 
deficit of about $1,15 million for the 
Urban Transit Authority.
The new service will nearly double 
and In some cases triple the current 
service, and is scheduled to have close to 
one million riders in both the peninsula 
and western community.
The plan calls for 13 direct trips to 
downtown Victoria from Sidney on 
weekdays, compared with only 12 under 
the present system ~ which is via 
Brentwood and Cordova Bay,
As well, there will be Five buses every 
evening from Sidney via Brentwood and 
Cordovo Bay — this compares with only 
one each evening now.
Continued on Pnge 2
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r After two months of review, the B.C. 
Laboii'Reiations Board has granted the 
Office and Technical Employees Union 
certification as bargaining agent for 
employees of the Saanich Peninsula 
Savings and Credit Union’s Sidney 
branch.
The news -- released Friday by LRB 
— drew a sigh of relief from the eight 
employees who initiated the organizing 
move, and who waged a long and 
sometimes bitter battle to bring a union 
to the branch.
‘‘It’s been two months . . . But it 
seemd more like two years,” said head 
teller Judy Sayers. ‘‘It’s such a relief. It 
was a long time. Everybody was pretty 
tired.”
The breakthrough is expected to spark
ah organizing drive at the credit union’s 
seven other branches in Greater Vic­
toria, including the Brentwood branch.
The next step is for employees and 
management at the local branch to get 
together and negotiate a first agreement.
OTEU spokesman Peter Glemnitz 
indicated in an earlier interview the 
union will bring the Sidney branch into 
its overall contract negotiations for 
other Vancouver Island credit unions.
Glemnitz said the other credit unions’ 
contract runs out in the end of June.
The OTEU handles credit unions in 
Port Alberni, Nanaimo, Ladysmith, 
Campbell River, and the Duncan and 
Cowichan area.
Continued on Page 12
Friendly sea lion po.ses for Review reporter Ron Norman 
on Sidney bench.
storm
The .B.C. Agricultural Land 
Commission has overruled North 
Saanich council and approved an 
application by North Saanich 
Marina Ltd. for removal of 25.8 
acres of land from the Agricultural 
Land Reserve.
However, Monday night council 
moved to appeal the Environmental 
Land Use Committee of the 
provincial cabinet to overturn the 
land commission ruling.
Council itself had rejected the 
request for removal of the land 
from the ALR by North Saanich 
Marina — formerly Bosun’s 
Marina, and owned by Victoria 
alderman and Sealand owner Bob 
Wright.
The land in question is located 
I southwest of Swartz Bay ferry 
1 terminal just off Swartz Bay Road 
I and adjacent to Blue Heron Basin. 
Mayor Eric Sherwood said he is 
“disappointed” the land com­
mission overruled North Saanich, 
and sugge.sted council refer the 
I application to the ELUC.
Alderman Jay Rangel also moved 
that council express its objections 
to the land commission and note 
“we are not happy that we have 
been overruled”,
Alderman Jim Cumming called it 
“lack of democracy”, and said the 
hind commission ignored any 
advice from local authorities,
“There is no reason for it,” 
added Sherwood.
Later in the meeting, council 
approved a recommendation from 
committee A that a development 
permit be slapped on the property.
Council authorized the municipal 
solicitor to begin drawing up u 
bylaw for the permit, and will also 
ask the advisory planning com­
mittee to make a detailed report 
“on every conceivable aspect” of 
the 25.8 acres, including an In- 
vironmcntal impact study. r
I
March has turned out to be a lion in 
Iamb’s clothing ns gale force winds 
mixed with rain and snow struck the 
penin.sulu last week, replacing the mild, 
almost spring-like weather tlial had 
preceded it.
Two Tishhoais sank of f locai waters as 
a result of the storm while a third boat 
broke loose from its mooring and 
washed up onto Coles Bay bench.
In addition, tlic storm, which hit 
about 4 p.m. March 12 carrying winds 
jtiiriiiif* to 67 kmh nt the Pat Hny Air- . 
port, left a trail of fallen trees and power 
failures that dotted parts of Central 
Saanich and Norllt Saanich.
The worst of the storm was over by 
riuir.sday morning, but blustery, un­
settled weather continued through the
weekend, and the same is forecast for 
much of this week,
Victoria fisherman Gary Anderson 
was plucked off tlie Sltcll Islands group 
by a Coast Otinrd helicopter from 
Port Angeles after his 40-foot vessel 
VVcstcrn-lI sunk about 6 p.m. three 
miles caf.i of Sidney, Anderson Tiad fired 
a Bare into the sky before making his 
way in a lifeboat to a large rock where 
h" waited to be rescued,
fisherman Jim Eaullk’s 40-foot vessel 
Ncldo lost powet off Island View Beach 
cn route to fishing grounds south of 
Victoria,
The Iroal washed onto the bench area 
and ran aground about 100 yards out. 
Paulik and deckhand Harold Dolden 
simply jumped into the waist-deep water 
and waded ashore.
A B.C. Hydro spokesman said later 
power failures also occurred in small 
parisof Central Saanich.
Me was taken to Pal Bay Airport and 
from there to Saanich Pcninsulo 
Hospital by ambulance where he was 
treated for exposure and released.
About an hour earlier Slcveston
Meanwhile, the storm knocked: out 
power in a section of homes In North 
Saanich when a large tree fell across a 
pov,ci line ml West Saanich Road about 
5:40 p.m.
Lights, stoves, furnaces, radios and 
televisions stayed off, and dinners were 
delayed for up to 90 minutes.
The Pat Buy weather office said the 
storm hil very suddenly due largely to a 
cold air mass from the Gulf of Alaska 
which intruded Into a low pressure 
sy.sicm “which looked very innocent”.
A spoke,sman at the wc.-uher office
itHid a gale warning wtis Issued for the 
west coast of Vancouver Island and 
Georgia Strait early Wednesday mor- 
itiiig, but was later dropped because ut 
the innocent looking low pressure 
system off the north coast of the islnrid,
The spokesman sold the noon satellite 
photo revealed the system had
“deepened” very suddetdy and had 
“swirled right around and cut off the 
system to the north”.
The action steepened the pressure 
grade and a frontal system to the south 
was swept in as well.
The gale warning wm tc-i,s.sucd at 
12:30 p.m. for the west coast and at 3:30 
p.m. for Georgia .Strait.
In the 24 lunns to 4 u.m. Thursday u 
total of 14,4 mm of ruin was recorded at 
the airport driven by winds gusling up to 
38 knots,
"It seemed like a norm0l wet, 
showery day,” said the spokesman, 
"llial's why people were unprepared.”
He added the unsettled weather Is not 
unusual for March.
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Silver stolen
Silver flatware valued at 
more than $3,000 was 
reported stolen from a 
Towner Park Road 




WINNER OF THE 
LION’S CLUB 400 
MARCH 13 DRAW 
MARG WILSON !
Sidney RCMP are still 
investigating the incident.
In other police news:
•Police are questioning 
two local juveniles in 
connection with a series of 
break-ins to boats moored 
at Canoe Cove Marina on 
the weekend. Three boats 
were broken into, and an 
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Is there someone you know who deserves Historical 
Recognition?
Please help us select a name for the new building at your 
Community College.
Mail your recommendationfs) with supporting material by 
MarchSlstto:
Name The Building Contest 
c/o Camosun College 
1950 Lansdowne 
Victoria, B.C. V8P5J2
Junior members of North Saanich Rod 
and Gun Club at target practice 
Saturday at Sanscha Hall. The club is 
seeking members, boys and girls aged 12 
to 18, interested youngsters can phone 
Joe England at 658-8593. Club’s aim is 









Open Mon. Thru Sat. 9o.m. *6 p fn.| 
Phone Ahead for Faster TaHeout
652-3954
FAMILY RESTAURANT
OPEN DAILY 11 AM
for.
FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD








Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30
7172 Brentwood Drive
652-2413









A* Reasonoblo Pricot 
-Pick Up-Toko Out
2470 Boocon Ave. "656-
CLIPPER INPI
V SPECIALIZING IN r
SEAFOOD & STEAKS
: OPEN FROkS P.M; DWLY 
iICLpSebTUES.);-?;; ■, 
(Formerly Truman's SImIc House)
2SSSBe'van A 'vCi, Sidney 
Reservations656-4640
Countiy Kitchen Deep Cove Chalet 1
Brentwood Shopping Plaza
Terrace Garden \
"Homestyle Cooking and Baking Dining Lounge 1
at Oid Fashioned Prices" SMORGASBORD LUNCH
THURSDAY S SUNDAY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK SMORGASBORD DINNER
— Licensed — : WEDNESDAY EVENING
: 652-1192 . ’ Open Tuesday lo Sunday- I
' Reservations 656-3541 |
hotel Sidney :
. ' -Foot of Beacon Ave.
;. ?;; OCEAN.VIEW
Tty our famous salad bat CHAIIBROllED STEAKS
.in the Lounge or IHhing Room .'/Kr -'i,tNJHE”v.f:,'/'^
■':;v Beacon Ploza Mali
/’Entertainment ; ; 2321 Beacon Ave.





TO MT. WASHINGTON .
DailyFaIr .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .$19.50
Two Days .. . ..... .$39,50
includes one night Hotel Accommodation (based on- 
double occupancy).
Tickets and membership tickets on sale at Sidney 
Travelodge and Strathcona Hotel, Victoria 
Phone 656-2 lliV':
Five Central Saanich 
residents were among 25 
arrested last week by 
Greater Victoria police and 
RCMP drug squad officers 
in a major drug crackdown.
Central Saanich police 
were not involved in the 
raid, but were informed and 
asked if they would stand 
by for help i f needed.
The raid involved some 
50 officers and RCMP 
Supt. Ed Trefry, com­
manding officer of RCMP 
Victoria subdivision said a 
total of 35 arrest warrants 
were issued.
The warrants went out on 
charges of trafficking in 
cocaine, LSD, metham- 
phetamine, marijuana, 
hashish oil, and an 
assortment of phar­
maceutical drugs.
The raid culminated a 
six-month undercover 
operation carried out by a 
23-year-old RCMP con­
stable from outside B.C .
Homes involved in the 
raid ranged from Central 
Saanich to the western 
community.
morning in Vancouver. The 
five were part of the group 
of 35 being sought.
An assortment of drugs 
were seized in the raids, 
including one pound of 
cocaine valued by RCMP at 
$54,000 and grabbed w'hen 
five persons were ap­
prehended Thursday
Charged with trafficking 
in cocaine were: Frederick 
Stanley Hatten, 25, David 
Bruce Wallace, 20, Ted 
Alvin Sandholm, age not 
released, Peter Ernest 
Ekstrom, 27, all of 5197 
West Saanich Road.
Ekstrom and Laura 
Louise Termehr, 20, were 
jointly charged with 
possession of \ marijuana 
and hashish for the pur­
poses of trafficking. In 
addition, Ekstrom was 
separately charged with 
trafficking in cocaine.
All appeared in court late 




9776 ■ 4th St. . Sidney
Behind Ihc Post Ollice ;
— SPECIALIZING IN —
FISH S CHIPS 
Breakfasl-lunchdinner
Open Dolly 7; 30 AM • 7;30 PM 
Clotod Sunday 
Complato Toko Out Sorvico 
6S6.I621











BCACON AVE., SIDNEY, B.C.
The Finest in 
Family Dining 
Open 7 a.m.-MidnighI 
656-1176
Spatlallting In Chinese 
4 Canadian Food
OPEN; MON.-THURS. 4“ • MIDNIGHT 
fRl. Sal. 4” • r a.ni,
SUNDAY 4*-8" p.m,
Deliveiy wilh minimum oiiici
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
Manning FVess
For quality printing of your 
menus and brochures.
I’.O, llox 260«





the Tovyn of Sidney invites applications from persons 
interested in the appointment as Volunteer Museum Director for the 
forthcoming seasonyMaytoSeptember.T:^
Duties include organization of other volunteer assistants, supervision of 
student assistants: programming; care of exhibits and general museum 
responsibilities.
Further information may be obtained from the undersigned. Application, 
complete with resume, will be accepted until March 28th, 1980.
G.S. Logan, A.C.I.S., C.M.C. 
Administrator, Town of Sidney 
2440 Sidney Avenue 
Sidney, B.C. 
V8L1Y7
A small, chain-link 
compound adjacent to the 
Central Saanich municipal 
complex, which will be used 
for storing wrecked cars, 
impounded for, in­
vestigation could be a 
sbufceTbf - psychic paihf 
neighborhood property
owners feel. T
In a letter to council read 
on Monday night, Jeff 
Buziak, 7829 Scohon Drive, 
said his choice of a location 
for a home was influenced 
by the fact that his land was 
bordered on both sides by 
non-residential property 
which, he felt, would give 
them privacy.
The new fireballbuilding 
and parking area ‘‘would 
add a nice, clean touch to 
the rear of the municipal 
hall and not have any effect 
on us as long as the fire and 
ambulance crews refrained
from turning on their sirens 
until reaching either Mt. 
Newton Cross Road or 
Wallace Drive.” i '
Tg his consternation Tt 
had been .brought to his 
attention; Buziak said in 
his letter;;- that the coni-^ 
pound was going tb be used 
for the storage of wrecked 
vehicles. ;
“This is not acceptable,” 
Buziak said. Property 
owners were not allowed to 
store wrecked vehicles on 
their own property so there 
was no reason the 
municipality should be 
allowed to do so.
‘‘Furthermore, we all 
know it is a very emotional 
experience, to witness a 
serious automobile accident 
on the highway or to see the 
results of a fatal automobile 
accident while driving down 
the highway. Therefore, we
do not wish to be con­
tinually reminded of high­
way tragedies by having 
wrecked vehicles within 
sight of our backyard or in 
direct view of our sun- 
,deck.”
Tom Scott, 7862 Scohon 
Drive, ■ was? another 
property owner who did not 
want to be reminded of 
highway death and he felt 
that the compound would 
add nothing to his serenity; 
And also — it would have 
the effect of reducing tncx 
value of all adjacent ^ 
property, some of which he 
owned.
“It is unfair,” Scott 
wrote, ‘‘to subject the 
adjacent property owners to 
a constant reminder of 
maiming or death as the. 
cases could well be and the 
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Whore to take your visitors' 6 friends
AKDMOKE GOI.F coy USE, 930 Ardmore Dr. 4 Went Saunich Rond, Sidney 
A cozy 9-holcr, ideal for families. Beautiful scenery and special twilight rnic.s for 9-hole 
game, Clubs and cart rentals — picnic and barbccvic facilities — swimming beach. Phone 
656-4621.
service
Continued from Page I
Finally, the Sidney route will sec 13 
trips on Sundays and holidays via 
Brentwood and Cordova Bay. At 
present there are only five on Sundays 
and holidays.
For the Saanichton-Brent wood- 
Cordova Bay area there will be an in- 
crc.a.sc of three to five trips weekdays: 
from the present seven to nine buses 
daily ton total of 12 trips daily.
Evening trips will jump from one to 
five wliilc Sundays and holidays tlicrc 
will be a total of 13 instead of the 
present four trips.
from Brent wood alotig West Saanich 
Road there arc currently two trips per
day. This will remain but there will be 
four on Saturdays,
The Ardmore-Dcep Cove area will go 
from a complete lack of service to four 
trips daily on weekdays, but none is 
planned for Sunday or evenings,
Finally, Turgoose Point area will also 
have two trips on weekdays and four on 
Saturdays. There is no bus service in 
that area right now,
_ For peninsula residents two general 
time schedules are planned: one for 
Monday through Saturday in the 
daytime, and the other for Sundays and 
evenings,
Following are the bus routes for 
peninsula residents.








IIRENI WOOD INN, 7172 Brentwood Drive, Brentwood. 652.2413. I
THE PRAIRD'I inn, comer Ml. Newton X Roods and Eusi Soonicli Rd. 656-1575
Relax by the fli'c and listen to live cntertainmcni while playing Chess, Cribhage, Checkers, 
Backgammon, Dntts OT Pool,
Make .i puiclia&o .it Tanlasla any time until April2, and you will roceivo treeot charge a 
year's subscription to, The Sidney Review. PIraso fill out this coupon and Ityjve with 
proof of purchoso or rnorchant’s stamp, of FantAila.
'MutlmiiiH(iurt.|ifll«!tO CX)
If tax timo puts you in 
iho aquoozo, romom- 
bor, Inst year Iho 
trained spocinliata 
at H8.R Block took 
tho prossuro off for 
over throe•qi.inrtors 
of a million Cana-
---------------------------- clians by preparing
accurate Income lax returns at an avoraao cost 
of only $17.75, That's a good return for the 
money. And a lot loss prossuro.
Thin yonr bo fiuro.
Women interested ir 
starting a monthly siippo 
meeting of the Chrlstiai 
Women’s Club in Sidne; 
arc invited to attend r 
coffee hour at Sldnc; 
Hotel, 7:30 p.m. March 31 
Admission is $2, For mon 
information and reser 
vatlons call 652-4039 o 
656-4898.
H&RBLOCIC
SIDNEY TIUVELODCE, 2280 Behcon Ave., NIdney. 656-1176
1'onz.leii Place every Friday and Saturday night 9 * 2 a.m., dunce to the music of the SO'n
fenturinc In the f.otmgc, Ray Marquette Countiy/Folk Mu.slt, 8;00 p.m, lu Midnigiii.'
SALMON FISHING, Boat Rental, Guided Fishing Tripa (all int'lu.yivc) Fnml|ly fishing 
In the protected Saanich Iniet, BRENTWOOD BOAT RENTALS at liic Ferry Dock, 





THE INCOME TAX SPECIALISTS 
Avallablts]__
303 - 2,4S3 BeACKin Ave. (Hollingworih Bldg.)
(OvrrlAmn'.yPrllS,Cotfei!Shof>)
Open 0 a.m. to 6 n,m, Weekd.tvr,
Sat, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
On Vancouver 
Island there Is .i 
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Philp named new 
emergency co-ordinator
Start ol construction on the new federal marine 
technology centre on West Saanich Road could see still 
more delays.
The centre had been scheduled to begin building 
March 5, but that date came and went without any 
noticeable action at the site.
North Saanich council said Monday night it is still 
c.xaminitig the proposed development permit for the 
centre before work can get underway.
Apparently there are some differences between the 
agretnement presented to council in November and the 
most recent agreement presented about two weeks ago.
Aid. Alan Corntord said the new agreement seems to 
indicate the municipality would be responsible for the 
services and structures at the centre after one year.
Cornford indicated the responsibility should perhaps 
rest with the federal government since the centre would 
still be on federal property.
(.ouncil asked its solicitor to examine the proposed 
agreement and if any problems arise to call a meeting 
between Icderal. provincial and municipal authorities.
Meanw'hile. the Capital Regional District’s engineers 
are examining the proposed construction plans for the 
centre and should be reporting back sometime this 
week.
1 n other council news:
• Council rescinded a motion it approved last week 
calling for the extension of Wain Road to be funded 
through the local initiatives improvement program.
Aid. Jay Rangel said council could not expect the 
people who oppose the extension to pay for it. The 
program is designed for those people who purchase a lot
without any road or servicing and expect the 
municipality to pay for it, said Rangel.
With the exception of Aid. Edgar Faarthing, the rest 
of council agreed, and indicated it was not their intent at 
the last meeting.
® Council nominated O.B. Philp for the recently 
vacated position of emergency program co-ordinator 
for Sidney-North Saanich-Central Saanich. Former co­
ordinator C.E.C. MacNeill tendered his resignation 
effective April 30,1980.
• Despite the support of Aid. Jay Rangel, council 
turned down a request from the Vancouver Island 
Publicity Bureau to send a representative to its annual 
general meeting March 26 in the Empress.
Rangel saidhe didn’t see “why we have to insist we’re 
part of a hermit kindom”. He said tourism is in the 
municipality’s best interest and felt council had nothing 
to lose.
However, Aid. Jim Cumming pointed out he would 
attend the meeting as an individual, though he didnot 
approve of the publicity bureau.
• Council also turned down a request by Sidney 
Council to support its position regarding proposed 
CPAir Flights to Victoria Airport.
Sidney had suggested CP Air should serve the public 
and not place the profit motive first in its consideration 
of its schedule.
“We shouldn’t tell them how to run their business,’’ 
said Aid. Jim Cumming.
Aid. Rangel called it “presumption to the highest 
degree.”
FISHERMAN CHARGES:
.A crew member of a Sidney dragger accused a 55- 
year-old Richmond fisherman Monday of brandishing a 
rille, shouting obscenities and threats, and ramming the 
dragger with his gillnetter in an incident that happened 
almost two years ago in Juan de Fuca Strait near Race 
Rocks.
Ian Squire of Sidney, a crew member of the dragger 
“Nopsa” was testifying in the first day of the Victoria 
county court jury trial of Vinko Nickola Sladich.
Sladich is accused of dangerous operation of a fish- 
boat and possession of a rifle for a purpose dangerous
to the public peace.
Squire said the dragger had her net down for bottom 
fish Aug. 20, 1978 and was sailing east at about three 
knots when he felt a bump coming from the starboard.
He saw Saldich’s gillnetter, the “DM”, bumping the 
side of the Nopsa, with Sladich shouting “you like 1 kill 
you” and obscenities. Squire said the action continued 
for about one hour, though defence counsel Dean 
Wilson said it appeared from Squire’s answers it took 




Saanich school district 
trustees, administrative 
staff members, school 
principals and teachers will 
get together sometime in 
April to discuss such 
questions as: com­
munications in the district, 
school discipline, 
curriculum, the 1980s and 
computers and education.
A dinner will probably be 
held and a program 
arranged.
“Would you say that this 
meeting was in lieu of a 
retreat?” asked trustee 
Gerry Kristiansen at 
Monday night’s school 
board meeting.
Long term care 
program 
explained
Residents who would like 
to hear more about the 
provincial government’s 
long term care program are 
invited to attend an open 
meeting March 25, noon to 
2:30 p.m. at Sanscha Hall 
on Beacon Avenue.
Speakers will be Mrs. 
Isabel Kelly, assistant 
deputy health minister and 
Winfield Mott, ad­
ministrator of the long term 
care program. Also at­
tending: the peninsula’s 
three mayors - Norma 
Sealey, Sidney, Eric 
Sherwood, North Saanich, 
and newly elected Central 
Saanich Mayor Dave Hill. - 
James Campbell, Capital 
Regional District director, 
representatives from Sidney 
Silver Threads, local clergy, 
a member of the Sidney- 
North Saanich chamber of 
commerce.
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PORK SHOULDER BUH whI
Roasts or Steaks Fry|
$119
1 LB. I LB.
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Brought to you through the courtesy of
whiU manm
new and used » sail and power
656-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven^)
FULFORD HARBOUR 
Times Shown arc “Standard Times”
Thu. 01 (X) 6.1 0655 10.5
Fri. 0145 7.1 0740 10.4
Sat. 0300 7.9 0815 10.0
Sun. 0430 8.4 0900 9.6
Mon. 0050 10.1 0620 8.5
Tue. 0155 10.4 0750 8.2
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SDH VICE
Last week’s storm faOed to deter blossoms on tree in this yard on Resthaven 





792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay
In memory of Dave Disabled to benefit
On behalf of the Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG), I would like to convey our sincere appreciation 
to the Rix family for its generous donation, made in the 
memory of their son, Dave, who was recently killed in 
an unfortunate automobile accident.
1 assure you the money will be wisely used by our 





An open letter to the Mayor of Sidney: -
Madam:
Exercising my perogative as a taxpayer I would like to 
\ T|ie following questions regarding your respon­
sibilities as Sidney representative on the Capital 
Regional Board. (Director). ^
' Have yqu discussed with the council members,
> were responsible Tor your appointment, whether 
Representatives of local jtaxpayejsV approve of "
On behalf of the Kinsmen Rehabilitation Foundation 
of B.C. and the Kinsmen Clubs of Juan de Fuca, 
Saanich and Victoria, I wish to thank the citizens of the 
Greater Victoria and Sidney areas who have,-to date, 
donated $131,000 to the 1980 Kinsmen Mothers’ March 
Campaign.
This 20 per cent increase will enable the foundation to 
expand existing services to keep pace with demand, 
especially in the field of technical aids for the severely 
disabled; and to establish a disabled living resource 
centre (information, education, equipment display) to 
assist the disabled of this province to achieve greater self 
reliance.
A special “Thank You” goes to the over 4,000 
dedicated and hard working volunteers who, as Mar­
ching Mothers, make this campaign such a success each 
- year.' , / ■/■■■
Thank you for caring.
Sheila Manifold [Mrs.]
■ Co-ordinator
^irtsmen Mothers’ March Campaign a.





Rev. Will Dobson 
652-3860' 
Wardens:
A.L. Isaac 652-2138 
A.S. McNeil 652-2651
ATTEND THE CHURCH 








Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478
Stelly’s Secondary School 1627 Stelly’s Cross Rd.
■ -.6>^
they agree with an increase lrom S2s to $353 ' 
per deim expenses to spare you the humiliation ofl3 
“being forced to eat at Macdonalds”?
Why did you agree to a $35 per diem when your Central Saanich 4-H Poultry Club would like to
'0M recommendation at council level for the lesser folks, the extend thanks to all residents of the Saanich Peninsula 
aldermen wac nniv/^ino * OUT bottle drive which wc held Feb
Mdnyythdnks
: reason
cent pay hike: That there is an 
> baloney, and unconvincing. That 
the real reason for the increased work load is the 
board’s spectacular ineptitude.
He adds that if the hike is allowed to go through, 
every member who votes in favour of it should be 
IflpliillliiSijiia tossed out of office at the earliest opportunity.■ ■
Knowing that the regional district budget to the town 
of Sidney in i979 was over $348,000, I cannot help 
wondering what the local taxpayers are going tobe; in for 
i-s in 1980 and for what?
Particularly as the recommendations of the board 
finance committee could be voted on by yourself
Believing that it is past the time when something
9. It was a great success, due to the generosity of the 
residents. The club would also like to thank The Sidney










9:30 a.m. Communion 





Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elem. School 
6843 Central Saanich Rd. 
Lord’s Supper 9:30 a.m. 




;.-- '^ST, STEPHENS^-;- 
Sunday, Mar. 23 
8:30 a.m. Communion 
11:15a.m. Family 
Service (Hall)
Rev. Ivan Putter 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 
9 to 12 noon 
Monday to Friday
The Church By The Lake 
Elk Lake
Community Baptist





Nursery & Junior Church
Minister J.C.A. Barton 
652-3676
A warm welcome to all.
OUR LADY OF THE
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St., Sidney
(while under construction) 
Saturday Mass only 





In 1980, St. Ann’s Academy in Kamloops will be 
celebrating its centennial. Anniversary celebrations are 
planned for the July 1 weekend, and we are anxious to 
obtain current names and addresses of as many former 
academic, commercial and music students an possible.
If you attended St. Ann’s at any time, or know the
............................. ».iiw VTMVil auuitmilljj
should be done for the the residents of Sidney* would 
you and your council be prepared to conduct a public 
meeting to discuss openly —
• The necessity of the regional board with its present 
responsibilities.
• Your re.spon.sibilitic.s as a board member.
• What your representation, will co.st the town of 
Sidney in 1980.
• What other fantastic increases we may be forced to 
pay in the 1980 budget.
• What the total regional district budget for the town
II Slfitli'l/ nne nlrf>n/-Ui Uftmiv i__.
^How really fortunate we are to have Central Saanich 
File Department to conduct Cardiopulmonary 
Resu.scitation (CPR) classes for basic life support in case 
of emergency.
If everyone in the peninsula could (or would) take 
these classes at least once a year, it would be time well 
.spent, Lives could be saved by an educational program 
which they conduct, and of which too few people are 
aware.
Not only is this a comprehensive course, it is well and 
thoroughly conducted. The “teachers” arc honest in 
evaluating the performance of the “learners” and 
everyone works together with a remarkable willingness.
How many people know that the phone number 595- 
9911 should he memorized, so that, should the 
emergency arise, the rescuer can tell a helper the number 
together with instructions to return to the helper upon
OLDFIELD ROAD 
GOSPEL CHAPEL
Rev. Ken W. Finstad 
479-6237
whereabouts of any former students, plea,se contact the of SiS has tirrcad?^^^^^^ "n
folS™'' comnte, ■ mLndtdbylhUlnancc Um .,udl Imvd thm pl.onc






7:30 p.m, weeknights 
Scandanavian Service 
Saturday, 7:30p.m, 

























7H0 Eail Soonlch Rd. 
9:45 a.m, 
BRENTWOOD 
7U2 Watt Saanich Rd. 
IHlSa.m,
Baby Fold Providod
Anglican Church of Candda
THE PARISH 







10:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer
Wednesday 
7:30 p.m. Lent Service
60 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
From the March 18,1920 issue ;
It was herring season and the Review received a 
couple of reports from Its correspondents. In Patricia 
Bay the correspondent wrote: ''Patricia Bay is fairly 
alive with herring at the present time.'' While In Salt 
Spring “Mr. Jackson of Fulford made a very large catch 
of herring last week. In one afternoon he had his boat so 
loaded he had to desist as it could hold no more." 
SOYEAHSAaOTHlSWEEK;
From the March 2o, 1930 lx.sue
The James Macdonald Coast Co. Ltd, pile driver 
came Into Fulford on Saturday afternoon to drive 
several test piles for the new ferry wharf, leaving the 
same evening for Victoria,
Miss May Copithorne, whose marriage is to take 
place March 25, wiw guest of honour last week when 
Mrs, R.O, Horih and Miss Dorthy Gilman entertained 
at the former’s home, the occasion being a boudoir 
.shower.
Tiic invited gncr.ts v.crc Mr?., .lacl;stm, Mi,s. Simp,son, 
Mrs, Roberts, Mrs. Charlebois, Mrs. Patterson, Mrs. 
Copltbornc, Miss May Coplthronc, Miss Irene Fro.st, 
Miss Olive Gilman, Miss Moses and Miss Amy Livesey, 
4i)}hAHSAUOJHi.SWhhK’
Fmm the March 20,1940 Issue
Among patients registered at,Rest Haven Hospital 
this week were Mrs, S, Tliornc,Henry Avenue, and 
Miss Lattcy, Deep Cove,
Mrs, Allred Critchley, wlio .some time ago purchased 
the bu.slncss block on the southeast corner of Beacon 
and Tltird Street has now opened lier newly renovated 
Otdek l.unchCafc.
30 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK;
Erom the March 22,1930 issue
Tlie motherland came in for a bit of a bashing tliis 
week from British ex-patriates now in the Sidney area.
“Living conditions in Britain arc worse now than they 
were two years ago, That is the imprc-ssion gained by 
Tom Flint, proprietor of Beacon Motors.
"Mr. Flint returned to Sidney March 20, after a 
Hying visit to Stoke-on-Trent. He had been vi.siiing his 
father, who was seriously ill. The latter Ls now 
recovering,
"Not even the weather was pleasant. The garage 
proprietor remarked it was like North Saanich, only 
inuic .so. He aLso complained that some food wn.s very 
scarce there,
Meanwhile. Mrs. S.C. Cowbum of Lancaslilre, 
England was In North .Saanieli visiting her bmihu'r niul 
,Sister Commanders F.B. Leigh and Miss J. Leigh of 
Beacon Avenue. She will be on the peninsula for the
next two or three montlis.
There are many features to this area that have been 
outstanding lo the Engli.sh visitor, one of the more 
ntcresiing being nylons cm sale. It is Hie first time .she 
has ever seen tlicm offered on display because in 
there arc nylon stockings to be obtained, but 
only by those wlio are fortunate or wlio deal in black 
inarkei supplies, Hence they arc never displayed.
20 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK;
From the March 23,1960 Issue '
recently put on a display on Beacon Avenue to mark its 
first public appearance,
Celebrating tlicir 5()th wedding anniversary on 
Saturday arc Mr. and Mr.s. Arthur W. Jones of East 
Saanich Road.
lOYEARSAGOTHlSWEFK;
Prom the March 25,1970 issue 
A peace arch on the boundary between North Saanicli 
and Sidney Is the latest iuggestloii received by the 1971 
Centennial committee, Sidney Aid, Norma iicalcv 
reported Monday night.
, Jbe suggestion came after North Saanicli Mayor Jim 
Cui/miiug .iiid Sidney Mayui Suinlcy Ucm became 





10364 McDonald Park Rd.








7:00 p.m. Praise* Share 
Thur.sdny
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
“Preaching tlie Chrisi- 




















“In essentials - unity; in 
non-cs.seniials - liberty; 
in all things-charily.” j
ST. ANDREW’S 
CHURCH 









































7008 W. Saanich lUI, 
Brentwood Bay „






Sunday, Mar. 23 
9:45 a.nv - Sunday 
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Support needed
on hospital issue
Road 33 years late
The Capital Regional Hospital District Board has 
been asked to intervene with the CRD’s hospital and 
health planning commission with regard to its decision 
to remove obstetric services from the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital.
Three CRD directors — Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey, 
North Saanich Aid. Harold Parrott and Central Saanich 
Mayor Dave Hill — appealed in a letter to the board 
March 12 for reconsideration of the decision to remove 
obstetrical and paediatric services from the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital when the new Helmcken Road 
hospital is built.
The letter signed by the three requested that “people 
be able to retain the option of obtaining medical care at 
their own community hospital, as they have done for the 
past 59 years.”
Residents of the Saanich Peninsula have had the 
services of a general hospital since 1921, first through 
Resthaven Hospital and more recently through Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital, stated the letter.
“Over that period of time they have received a broad 
range of medical services and consequently are 
justifiably incensed at the suggestion that some of those 
services are now to be removed.”
The representatives of the three peninsula 
municipalities wrote they “recognized the desire to 
provide high risk services in obstetrics and paediatrics” 
at the new hospital and supported the concept of such
services being available when required.
But on the other hand, the board was told, it was felt 
it was not reasonable, or in fact practical, to eliminate 
existing services to provide for the new one.
Sealey said Friday she met with Hill and Parrott 
March 10 to discuss mutual concerns over the hospital 
plan. A letter was drafted and signed by the three and 
presented at a special meeting of the CRD’s hospital 
board.
Sealey said she saw it as a “first step in obtaining 
clarification on the issue, as we continually receive 
conflicting statements.”
On Feb. 25, as reported in the press and recorded by 
Saanich Cablevision, hospital planning commission 
chairman Charles Perkins assured Sidney council 
flexibility on the hospital issue was possible and plans 
‘ ‘ were not engraved in stone. ”
However, on Feb. 26 Perkins reported to a hospital 
planning commission meeting that plans were too 
advanced to change, Sealey said.
And prior to a March 12 special meeting of the CRD 
hospital board, in a conversation with Victoria Mayor 
Bill Tindall and Sealey, Murray Halkett, hospital 
planning director, suggested the Sidney mayor was 
making a fuss unnecessarily, as the “hospital planning 
commission has never officially decided to remove 
obstetrics and paediatrics from Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital”.
Peninsula mayors — Norma Sealey and 
Dave Hill — lead demand to retain 
obstetrics and pediatrics at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital.
This, Sealey said, although Halkett and Perkins had 
previously tried to convince Sidney council why the 
decision had been made.”
A few minutes later during the course of the meeting, 
Sealey said, Howard Drummond, a member of the 
commission, assured the meeting the plans were made 
some time ago and it was getting too late to make 
changes.
Now, Sealey said, the commission has been requested 
to present a full report back to the regional board so the 
matter may be debated further.
As regional board directors, Sealey said she, Parrott 
and Hill will “certainly do whatever we can, but even 
more important is public response.”
The mayor said she would like residents to send her a 
letter even a postcard or a note will do — if they have 
any thoughts on the proposal to cut services at the local 
hospital.
“There is a good deal of concern that if these basic 
services are allowed to be removed it may provide 
justification for later removal of other basic services,” 
she said.
Central Saanich should 
keep prodding the Capital 
Regional District to get to 
work on a gazetted road 
north from the ocean 
terminal of Island View 
Road to the 63-acre 
regional park on the sea 
shore and north of Lamont 
Road, Gordon “Bud” 
Michell told members of 
council on Monday night.
His father gave land for 
the road back in 1947, 
Michell said, and the road 
was promised in 1976. It 
still wasn’t completed.
Mayor David Hill said 
that the matter had been 
discussed at the regional 
board level, but, it seemed.
it was difficult to obtain the 
necessary property transfers 
from land-owners along the
route.
He would keep on the 
matter, Hill said.
LADIES’.WiAR
That new dress for that special 
occasion is now in stock!
Come see for yourself why 
our customers tell us we have 
tlie best selection of Dresses, 
Gowns, Slacks, Sportswesar, 
Swimwear, Blouses and 
Sweaters In Vic-toria. 












I WE STILL HAVE SOME ITEMS 
OM SALE REDUCED UP TO 50%
hatieyrpirr
I Make a purchase at Gal's Pal any time until April 2, and i
I you will receive free of charge a year's subscription to The |
I Sidney Review. Please fill out this coupon and leave with |
8 proof of purchase or merchant's stamp, at Gal’s Pal. ^
a ‘Minimum purchoso: $8.00 a
B Name ................................................ «
1 Address...................................... i
I Postal ................................................... I
^ Phone . . ...............    ^
B SI SS RB BDI ESB QBB BSSB BBS SBSg tssisa HBaa BAumaea gawa waw g g
must tell commission
North Saanich council met March 11 with Claude 
Butler, chairman, Saanich Peninsula Hospital board, 
and Charles Perkins, chairman. Capital Regional 
Hospital and Health Planning Commission. The 
opinion presently held by the commission that ob­
stetrical and paediatric services at the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital should be discontinued when the Helmcken 
Road hospital is opened was fully discussed. A wide 
ranging report on related subjects was also presented by 
Murray Halkett, hospital planning director.
Points in favour of discontinuing obstetrical and 
paediatric services at the Peninsula Hospital were ac- 
ceptedtobe:
•About .five per cent of obstetrical deliveries may be 
complicated by foreseen or unforeseen i complications 
for eitherjcif both thcjihother and child. The better the 
prenatal care of the mother the fewer will be unforeseen 
complications./ ^
"It is generally accepted that “practice makes per­
fect”. It therefore seems only sensible to concentrate all 
obstetrics (and for that matter examples of any 
specialty) in a single hospital in the care of obstetrical 
and perinatal specialists.
•A concentrations of all obstetrics in the Capital 
Regional District would also be of great value in the 
education of young doctors training to be obstetrical, 
perinatal and paediatric specialists.
•Other closely related advantages of the con­
centration of obstetrical patients in one hospital are:
a. Centralization of very expensive equipment for the 
care of critically ill mothers and babies.
b. In difficult and complicated cases highly trained 
nursing and technical staff are needed for the 
monitoring of both mothers and babies.
c. The concentration of obstetrics in one hospital 
would also be of great value in the education and 
training of young doctors, especially those specializing 
inbb,stetrics and neonatal paediatrics.
Points in favour of maintaining obstetrical and 
neonatal paediatric services at the Saanich Penin.sula 
Hospital arc:
•The Helmcken Road hospital is more than 18 miles 
(32 kilomctre.s) from North Saanich and Sidney, an 
inescapable fact which results in a “time and distance 
factor” which, in itself, may be dangerous both to the 
mother and child,
•Pregnancy and labour are uniquely personal and 
often frightening and uncomfortable cxpcricncc.s and 
careful prenatal care is essential, not only for the 
discovery and treatment of any complicating factor.s 
but, just as importantly, for the psychological and 
emotional support that some mothers may need. It is 
therefore of prime importance tluit during her 
pregnancy the mother-to-be should be cared for by her 
family physician and not by strangers in a distant
prenatal clinic. For these reasons, too, where possible 
the family physician should manage her delivery and her 
new baby.
•If prenatally, complicating factors are discovered in 
either the mother or foetus, which are beyond the 
capabilities either of the family doctor, the consulting 
obstetrical and paediatric specialists, or the equipment 
at the Saanich Peninsula Hospital, the mother should, if 
possible, be admitted prior to delivery to the specialized 
:,facility.' .
•The considerable distance of the Helmcken Road 
hospital from North Satmich, Sidney, and even Central 
Saanich, makes it a vexatious, and, in these days of high 
gasoline costs, an expensive journey for the husbands 
and families of patients in the Helmcken facility .
•The Capital Regional Hospital and Planning 
Commission seeks to include in the subdivision of 
paediatrics at the Helmcken hospital, children aged 
from birth to 16. It is however customary to divide the 
period of childhood into two. Infancy is the period from 
birth to the completion of the eruption of the deciduous 
teeth, but the term“infancy” is, in fact, employed to 
describe the first two years of life. It is also convenient 
to subdivide “infancy” by separation of the first month 
or “neonatal” period.
Childhood extends from two years to puberty, which 
varies in its time of onset. In recent year,s, it has in 
children of western nations, tended to occur earlier. As 
a consequence many children’s hospitals limit ad­
missions to children under 12 years of age and this 
without any doubt should be the age limit at the 
Helmcken Hospital if a paediatric .subdivision is 
established there, and such a facility will of course result 
in similar problems of distance, separjation and emotion 
as in the patients in the obstetrical division.
These then are some of the problems facing younger 
women and their families in the Saanich Peninsula, an 
area at present with a population of some 12,0(X) which 
will, in the next 10 years, increase substantially. Our
own view is,that hospitals are community facilities and, 
except for very specialized medical conditions requiring 
very specialized physicians and equipment, the general 
run of illnesses and obstetrics should be looked after in 
community hospitals, such as the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital by the family doctor. “
It is, we think, for the people of the Saanich 
Peninsula now to make their opinions and wishes 
known, in no uncertain terms, to the Capita! Regional 
Hospital and Health Planning Commission.
D.L.C. Bingham
A Idennan, North 
Saanich Council
(Next to Sidney Super Foods)
SUPER SPECIAL
APPLE TREES 
FISH FERTILIZER 2 LITRE 
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The Saanich NDP group 
will be meeting Friday at 
7:30 p.m. in the Panorama 
Leisure Centre Lounge. 
Oiiesl speaker Bob Skelly, 
MLA for Alberni, will be 
talking about Energy for 




Qu I am an employee 
and I have to travel 20 
miles to and from work 
every day, I pay f*? per 
week for Iranspottaiion, 
Am I allowed to deduct^ 
the cost of transportation 
to and from work on my 
tax return?
A. No, you may not. 
However, every employee 
Is entitled to deduct an 
employnment expense de­
duction which Is three per 
rerrt of his employment 
Incorne up to a max­
imum of *500,
303 - 2453 (3eacon 
656-2411
iH'p (UiitYiv (!ll|aU't
Open for Liincli A Dinner 
Tuesday (o Sunday 
(Closed for Lunch Tuesday)
656-3541
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100ml. CHARLIE 2.2 OZ.






Make a purchase* at Uland View Preexer any timo urrtil 
March 2fl, and you will receive free of charge a year's 
subscription to Tha Sidney Review, Please fill out this 
coupon and leave with proof oi purchase or merchant's 
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Regular or King Size. Regular or Drip.
Carton of 
10 - 20 s or 
8 - 25 s






















250 ml Size... “F for
RaisiEi Bread Skylark.16 02. (454 g) 
Sliced Loaf.__ 65







2 lb. (907 E) Pkg.....
Halves. 
Scotch Bu 
14 fl. 01. Tin.
Cut.
Scotch Buy.
14 fl. 01.(398 ml).....
Scotch Buy,
















Z2 fl. 02. ^ . (909 mC Bottle.
For Pancakes 
and Waffles.







28 fl, 01. (796 ml) Tin.




128 fl. 02. (3.61.) Jug.......*1.09
Clovorloaf.
Solid.
7 02.(198 |)Tin....... ...............
Wylers.
Assorted,
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5" (12cm) Deluxe. 
400 g Package__
1.98





600 g Each. . . . . . . . . . .




HAMS Olde Fashioned. 











BOLOONA All Beef or 






1 lb. (454 g) Package.
SIIZLERS Regular or
All Beer. Frozen. 500 g Package.
um
PIES Steak & Kidney. Chicken 
























or Creme ftinse. Brock. 
Assortod. 400 ml Bottles.. »2.59
I Razor Blade Refills 
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AMERICAN EXPRESS, MASTER CHARGE. CHARGEX
By
TOMCRONK 
Division 8 Peninsula 
Steelers were eliminated 
from cup play Saturday, 
when coach Tom Doyle 
made the decision to 
concede the game five 
minutes into the second half 
of play.
The Bays/United Lions, 
dominant throughout the 
match, held a 5-0 lead at the 
end of the first half, and 
scored again, three minutes 
into the second. Their 
forward line pressed the 
Steelers mercilessly, and 
their fullbacks stymied the 
occasional Steeler attack — 
to the point where Doyle 
made his unpopular 
decision.
Unpopular it was, 
especially with some of the 
parents of the Steeler 
players. Doyle said, 
however, parents were not 
in his consideration when 
he made the decision to 
concede — he was worred 
about the kids.
Doyle was worried 
youngsters would be badly 
beaten — so badly that they 
would have been em- 
barassed and possibly 
deeply scarred by the in­
cident. The executive of the 
Peninsula Soccer 
Association had also 
worried about the same 
issue, and early in the 
season had suggested action 
of that nature should the 
situation warrant.
Doyle says, however, the 
league recommendation did 
not influence his decision.
lyiany parents of the 
Steeler players said they 
would prefer the team had 
taken a much deserved loss, 
rather than concede the 
match. They indicated their 
children should learn to 
lose, as well as win, and 
should learn to never quit 
trying, no matter what the 
odds.''"'\''.
Once the game had been 
conceded, play continued as 
an exhibition match, until 
regulation; time ran out; 
The final score was 7-4, the 
official score, 6-0. ; >
With the Steelers
eliminated, the Kickers will 
now face Bays/United 
Lions for the championship 
of the division. The Kickers 
were idle last week, because 
the Steelers drew an extra 
match when organizers 
somehow forgot to schedule 
games for a second place 
club, the Lansdowne 
Evening Optimist 
Whitecaps.
Doyle said he and his 
team wish the Kickers the 
best of luck in the final 
game and added that he and 
hs wife Cathy, (the manager 
of the team) would like to 
thank the Steeler players for 
their great efforts 
throughout the season. The 
players had displayed true 
sportsmanship — they are a 
“terrific group of boys”, he 
said.
Division 7 Warriors were 
led to a 3-0 victory over the 
Juan de Fuca Eagles 
Saturday by Glen Donnally.
Donally scored twice 
during the match on passes 
from Darren Sam, who 
scored the third goal of the 
game. Warrior goaltenders 
Craig White and Andrew 
Graham were rarely tested
during the game which was 
virtually dominated by the 
local squad.
Lance Phillip and 
Warren Copeland played 
well on the wings; says the 
coach, which helped the 
Warrior’s maintain what he 
calls “territorial ad­
vantage’’.
Coach A1 Cross, of 
division 9 Peninsula 
Sharks, says the team 
finally “got it all together’’ 
Saturday and emerged with 
a 1-0 victory over Gordon 
Head.
Cross says players passed 
and checked well, keeping 
the ball in Gordon Head 
territory most of the match. 
The odd time the op­
position did manage to 
sustain an offensive drive, 
goaltender Scott Werhun 
turned all shots aside.
Wesley Nelson had two 
goals recalled by the referee 
because he had been inside 
the magic cirlcle. Jorden 
Campbell placed a beautiful 
pass to Mike Palamar, all 
alone in front of the 
Gordon Head nets, and 
Palamar made no mistakes.
Island Saw 
Co.
6t7 CHATHAM ST. 
VICTORIA. B.C. VST 1E2 
PHONE 385-5500
Ice show
Members of the Peninsula Figure Skating Club 
trooped onto the ice of the Panorama Leisure Centre 
March 13 to perform in their second annual ice show.
This season’s show — Peninsula Ice Review ’80 — 
was designed more for demonstration purposes rather 
than entertainment, but skaters performed well.
A silver collection was taken during the show, which 
netted the club $300. Money will be used to offset costs 
incurred in the production of the ice review.
Ellehammer League’s Phil Abernethy rules as King of 
the Lanes at Miracle Lanes in Sidney, following a 633 ; 
triple (for 147 pins over his average) which he rolled 
during the King competition last week. '
Herman Underwood of the Legion League was 
runner-up from the field of 39 bowlers, posting his first- 
ever 30O-pin game for a total of 136 piny'over average. 
Wally White, also of the Legion League^ was the 
second-runiier-up at 112 pins over average.
Prizes for the event were donated by Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods, Hotel Sidney, Andy’s Automotive, 
Style-Tone Gleaners; Fred Thorton’s Barber Shop, and 
Alan Oliphant Architectural Designs. Alleys manager 
Lyall Riddell said Monday he wanted to thank mer­
chants for helping to make the event a success.
Armand Leroux and F. Green did well during league 
play in the Tuesday CommerciaTLeague last week. 
Leroux rolled a 301 single for a three-game total of 812 
pins while Green recorded a 312 single on his way to a 
753 triple. :
In the ladies league, Marie Mutrie rolled a 725 triple 
with a 310 single, and Marge Lovejoy prodded a 308 
single into a 744 triple during Thursday Commercial 
play.
Stelly’s Stingers centre Heather Slater, 14, retrieved rebound and prepares to 
mount attack as guard Saija Gissari, 15, moves in to provide assistance. Stelly’s 
finished in third place in Island Tournament last weekend.
Stelly’s Stingers hosted 
the 1980 Bantam Girls 
Basketball Island Tour­
nament last weekend and 
finished in; third place; for 
their effort on the court.
The local squad split their 
four games commencing 
with a ^ victory over 
Nanaimo Friday night, 47- 
36. Saturday afternoon. 
Cedar Hill out-gunned the 
Stingers 45-31, but 
Saturday evening, Stelly’s 
eliminated the. Duncan 
entry with a convincing 56- 
33 victory.
The win over Duncan 
served only to create a re­
match against Cedar Hill, 
and Stelly’s suffered 
another drubbing — losing 
50 - 32 and finishing in third 
place.
Cedar Hill and Port
Alberni met for the second 
time Sunday night, and a 
scrappy Cedar Hill squad 
issued Alberni it’s first loss. 
Due to the double­
knockout format of the 
tournament, an extra game; 
was necessary to decide the
period commenced and five 
minutes later. Port Alberni 
were the 45-41 victors, and 
Island champions.
Duncan, eliminated by 
Stelly’s Saturday night,- 
finished in fourth place, 
ahead of Nanaimo and 
Co u r t e n a y . A1 b e r n i
Duncan team was awarded 
the most sportsmanlike 
team trophy.
An all-star team com­
prised of Kim Poland 
(Duncan), Heather Gill, 
(Stelly’s), Lorna Mosher 
(Steliy’s), Patricia Wellman 
(Cedar Hill), and Milenachampion, and a major 
conflict ensued.; : V received the trophy and the .Gaiga; (Port Alberni), was
At; the end of regulation individual Alberni players chosen, and each member
time in the final game, received T-shirts to com- 
Cedar Hill and Alberni membrate the event.
Runner-up members of 
the Cedar Hill squad 
received crests and the
at 37 pointswere tied
apiece. :
A tension filled overtime
was presented with a 
commemorative medallion.
Port Alberni’s Jill 
Grisdale won the most 
valuable pldyer award.
MARCH 29 - 30
10 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
SANSCHA HALL SIDNET
DOOR ADMISSION .50c FOR INFORMATION




The Saanich Peninsula 
Piranha Summer . Swim 
Club, a member club of the 
B.C. Summer Swim Club 
.Association, will be holding 
registrations 4-6 p.m, 
Saturday at the Panorama 
Leisure Centre,
The club is one of 58 
registered swim clubs in the 
province, and was created 
through the efforts of Edith 
Saunders after parents 
indicated an interest in a 
swimming program which 
olfered otliei a\cnuc.s titan 
those provided by existing 
programs,
nimBBim
Right hi'ic in Sidney ymi have (ully-qti.ili(i».Hl re.iltufs,..hard working (Mrople who ate anxious to serve their 
nelgWtours and friends. Ihtry have i lienis lo<,tking for gotxi homes, so when you want to sell your home or profHrrly, 
list with someone who's most familiar with the area, lliere's g(XK) service, dose by.
SALVADOR BLOCK BROS. GORDON MONTREAL
REALTY LTD. REALTY LTD. HULME LTD. TRUST LTD.
2401 Boacon 242BBoacon 2444 Boacon 2410B4>acon
























He is looking forward to 
representing your concerns 
as Alderman on
Central Saanich Municipal Council.
!n 1979, first year of 
operation, Tanis Bristow 
was coach of the 24- 
member club, whose ages 
ranged bet,ween six and 14 
years. By mid-July of that 
year, Mrs, Braithwaite was 
sole administrator of the 
organization.
Training consisted of one 
hour .sessions, three times 
each week, extending to five 
sessions per week through 
July and August, 1979. 
During the summer 
months, the club attended 
the Island Invitational 
Meet, at Nanaimo, dual 
meets at Campbell River 
and Nanaimo, a regional 
meet at Port .Mbcrni, and a 
development meet at 
Courtenay. Each family 
paid its own costs though 
the club paid the coach’s 
e.xpenses,
Regardless of indiviilual 
achievements, there ap­
peared to be rapid im- 
proveniem in tlie abilities of 
all of the club members, 
wlio compared favourably 
with swimmers in other
areas of the region. 
Attendance at meets was a 
terrific experience for 
everyone involved, and 
precipitated the awakening 
of a well guided and healthy 
competitive spirit, a club 
spokesman says.
Goals this year will be to 
have swimmers attend the 
Island Regional Meet early 
in August, the B.C. 
Provincial Meet at the end 
of August, and the B.C. 
.Summer Games in mid- 
August.
, Practice sessions will 
commence May 2, and the 
season will end as last year, 
with a party and an awards 
ceremony.
The club will be guided 
through 1980 by president 
Sherry Swanson and her 
executive staff, which 
includes vice-president 
Ciirol Holland, trcnstirer, 
Andy Patterson, secretary 
Aniicita Delacrcta/., and 
registrar lUrsinaStiuib.
I'urther Information can 
be obtained by phoning 
6.56-631.1,
REAL ESTATE
SALESPERSON OF THE YEAR
The rnanagomont of 
MONTREAL TRUST t.ikos 
ploastiro in congratulatinH 
ANNETTE WALLS (or 
boing our lop salosporson 
in Rfi.iil Estate (or 1979. In 
our Sidney Office, For 
efficient, courteous, 
professional service, and 
e»i;v»i( advice for listing or 
selling on tho Saanich 
Ptinmsuia, please give 
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Good showing in tourney
Sidney Bakery sponsored Midget and Pre-Midget 
basketball teams coached by North Saanich school 
teacher — Dave Tooby — competed in the Vancouver 
Island tournament recently and represented themselves 
well.
Both teams are comprised of boys who have not 
played previous to this 1979/80 season, as opposed to 
their competition who have been active participants for 
up to three years.
The pre-midgets lost their first game of the tour­
nament — to Duncan — but rebounded to victories 
over Courtrenay and Cumberland, and won the con­
solation final.
The team placed second during regular league play 
in the Saanich League which gave them eligibility to 
enter the Island tournament. Brentwood, the Saanich 
League champion, lost both games at the tournament 
and was eliminated.
The Midget Boys team, undefeated champions of 
Saanich League this season, entered the Island tour­
nament at Lansdowne school, last weekend, and were 
immediately thumped by the Lansdowne team.
They recuperated, and managed a victory over 
Comox in their second match but lost the third to
Duncan. They finished in third place in the tournament.
Coach Dave Tooby, says he is pleased with the 
performance of both teams especially since it is the first 
year of operation in the Sidney area. He added much of 
the success can be attributed to the assistance he 
received from his father, Howard Tooby, and Gary 
Butler, another teacher at the school.
Tooby says there has been some suggestion of ex­
panding the organization to include girl’s teams. He is 
convinced there will be enough interest to warrant the 
expansion, but says someone else will have to organize 
the coach and girls teams because of the time element ■
Eagles dumped
Bloodied and bandaged facial cut which required stifehes is 
forgotton by Travelodge’s Reed Pumple following playoff 
championship victory over Sidney Freight Monday night.
The first-annual Bantam 
B Rep Hockey, Island 
championship, was hosted 
by Peninsula Harvey’s 
Sporting Goods Eagles, at 
Panorama ‘ Leisure Centre 
last weekend.
The local Eagles met 
Campbell River Eagles in a 
best of three series which 
was won by Campbell 
River, following three hard­
hitting games.
The opening match of the 
series went to Peninsula 7-4 
as a large and partisan 
crowd cheered their 
favourites on to victory. It 
was a rough, physical
hockey game, in which 
seemingly ineffective of­
ficiating had spectators 
from both towns in an
uproar.
Saturday night Campbell 
River turned the tables on 
their hosts, emerging with 
an 8-4 victory. This match 
was marred by a number of 
senseless penalties, but it 
was the peninsula squad 
who were the major of­
fenders.
Sunday a stronger and 
better organized Campbell 
River team clinched the 
Island title with a 4-2 
victory, despite continuing
effort by the local Eiagles.
Ben Soderholm, captain 
of the victorious Campbell 
River squad, accepted the 
trophy (donated by S&A 
Carpet Cove of Victoria) on 
behalf of his teammates, 
from Bantam Rep 
Commissioner, Wilf 
Bower.
Peter Classen, captain of 
the Peninsula Eagles, 
commented following the 
game that he and his 
teammates were looking 
forward to playing as 
Midget’s next season. 
“We’ll smoke everybody!’’ 
he said.
sweat but Bears win
By TOMCRONK
Reed Pumple and Ted Gibson provided the impetus 
■ for a 5-4 Travelodge victory over Sidney Freight 
Monday night as the Golden Bears nailed down the 
playoff championship of the Sidney Senior .Men’s 
. Hockey League. '
The uniforms worn by the two Bears showed evidence 
of injuries they suffered eariy in the conflict, and 
though in need of medical attention, neither player 
would leave the arena until the game was over.
Gibson’s mouth bore the results of a rough and 
tumble first period when he was hit with an errant stick. 
Pumple was injured in the same series, leaving the right 
side of his face sliced deeply by a skate blade.
Prior to the injuries, Travelodge had jumped to a 
commanding three goal lead in the opening two minutes 
of play. Almost from the opening face off, Reed 
Pumple beat Mike Pierrard, and 35 seconds later,with 
1:37 elapsed in the game. Bob Bentham also found the 
net; With 2:09 gone in the first period, Randy Epp
pocketed the Bears third goal on an assist from 
defenceman Scott Bingham.
Sidney Freight managed to get. on the scoreboard 
shortly after Epp’s goal when Kerry Lewis slipped the 
puck behind Dave Ingraham. The period ended with 
Travelodge holding a 3-1 lead and the battle slowed 
somewhat due to fatigue.
The second period was a strange mixture of scrappy 
play and disorganization by both clubs, though 
Travelodge managed to beat Pierrard once again, at the 
six-minute mark. Ted Gibson, at this point in the game 
already injured, received credit for the goal while Tyler 
and Epp got the assists.
The second period was the start of penalty action for 
both clubs, and Gibson’s goal came while both were 
short one man. The first four penalties drawn by Sidney 
Freight were called against Avis Stubbington, who saw 
lessthan two minutes action in the entire period.
Stubbington drew penalties unnecessarily, throughout 
the game, and it cost Freight badly. Of the nine Sidney
freight penalties, Stubbington drew seven, and he was 
in the box when the final goal was scored against his 
short-handed club.
Travelodge had their share of useless penalties as 
well, notably the one drawn by Coward when the game 
was tied 4-4 with only three minutes and change 
remaining. Coward attacked Stubbington, who did not
retalliatc, and Coward received a match penalty.
It was at 19:22 of the third period that the final goal, 
scored by Dave Pumple, beat Pierrard. The goal was the 
result of a sustained power play attack, and the only 
really successful one for either team during the game.
Freight mounted a strong offensive drive and literally 
battered the boards behind the Travelodge nets in the 
final 38 seconds of play. Bear’s goaltender Dave 
Ingraham appeared to be at their mercy time after time, 
but somehow kept the puck out of the goal.
It was a demanding game physically, though for a few
minutes following4he final horn, not even a twinge of
pain was felt by Travelodge players;
t A
Ben Soderholm, captain of Campbell River Eagles, happily 
holds the Bantam Division Vancouveip Island Championship 
trophy aloft folloy/ing victory over Pthin^ia Eagles Sunday.
STORE HOURS?
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS, FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
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SHOP LOCALLY FOR FMiENDLV SEE%/iCE AND COMPETiJiVE PRiCMG
ANTIQUES AND SECOND HAND
Sidney Nearty-New 
9781 2ndSt.-656-3511 
Sidney Bargain House 
2372 Beacon~656-3621 
Brentwood Bargain Bam 
7115 West Saanich 652-1711
CANDY STORES
Brentwood Candyman











Fantasia Fashions lor Children
1209 Verdier Ave, ~ 66 2-3553
Satellite Fish Co.













Brentwood Florist and Garden Shop 
7111 West Saanich Rd. -- 652-2131 
Holloway's Sidney Florist 
2499 BeaeonAve. --666-3313
HARDWARE STORES 
Brentwood Hardware and Athletics 
7103 West Saanich Rd.-- 652-2822 
Mitchell and Anderson Lumber Company
2506 BeaeonAve .. 656 1 134
Sidney Link Hardware 
2411 BeaeonAve. ~ 656-27 12 
Towns-End Hardware 






i y y.. 5 52-1 12 1
Shoppers Drug Mart




Sunshine Secretarial Services 
2452 Beacon Ave, -- 656-564 1
SERVICE STATIONS
656-4812 
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND SERVICES
Heyward Industries










Royal Bank of Canada
1183 Verdier- 652-1173 
Royal Baitk o4 Canada 
2464 Beacon- 656-3947
BATH BOUTIQUES 
P. HB.PIuntbingahdBalh Supplies 
9783'-3rdSt.""656'2614 
The Happy Cooker
2405 BtMton— 656-4 71 1
DEPARTMENT STORES
Robin wmVs Stores
Beacon Plaea Mall656;4414 ^ ^
DRY CLEANERS 
Busy Bee One-Hour Dry Cleaners 
7103 WestSaanichRd, -■652-2322 





On^Hour Drive-In Cleaners 







2513 Beacdit Ave, -- 656-3724 ,
GARBAGE DISPOSAL 
Sidney Clean-Up Service
10229 McDonald ParkRd, --656-1920
GIFT SHOPS
Miramar Cards and Things
2457 Beacon — 656-4316 
The Thought Shop
716? West Saanich Rd, --652-3612 ,
GUSS AND MIRRORS
Sidney Glass









97 73-5thSt, -656-5541 
G W.G, Rerrtals
67 7S KukMtnck- 652-3908
BOOKS 
Ttw Bookworm








2405 B^i'acCK'-Avo, - 656-5831
Che* Cloth
2317, Beacon Ave,,-65 6-6212 
Geurgetlc's Fabric* and Cralts 
2459 Beacon- 656 >1323
Brentwood Food Giant
7154 West Saar.ich Rd,,~ 652-1SI; 
Brentwood Super Mart 




9819 ■ 5th St,
Sidney Super Foods Dcwnscivr. S 
(across Ifw Hotel Sidney)', ' ,
Queen's Pay-Less Grocery
HOTELS. MOTELS AND INNS
Hotel Sidney
2537 BeaeonAve --ese-ini 







■ 2432 Beivron Ave -
Townc Jewellers




The Happy Cooker 
. 2405 Beacon Ave, •
LADIES WEAR 
Alyce's Fashions 
7105 WeitSaarnch Rd 
TheCat'sWhiskers 
2405 Be,3conAve, -656-3342, 
Sidney Fashion Flair 
24 7 1 Beaton A'vO;656-6433 
Spooner's Ladie* Wear
519,3 Verdier Ave .. 652-561 2






Roy’s All-Bay Marirre Services
1013-I McDc'-jld Park Pp. £76 702 3
Marsh Marine Charter Boats
244.7 BeaeonAve,, Bo* 2609 -• 656-4335, 
Hill Sails
10134 McDonald Park Rd 656 4033 
Skookum Manufacturing
207 2 Heniy... 656'73U
MARINE SUPPLIES
All-Bay Marina
,2235 H.v.MUf Ret:, ~65e>3!67 .
Sea Chest Sailing Strop










7005 EastS.5anvCtrRd, -652.2411 
Sidney Meat Market 
97 86 ■2ncSt.-•656'7635
MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICES
PETS AND SUPPLIES
AquaticI Pet Shop
BPvacon Placa Mall ■■■-656-.3314
PLUMBING SUPPLIES
P, SB Plumbirvg and Bath Supplies




'Comer 1 st and Bevan') — 656>5316
Manning Press
5831 2'd St, £££ 0171'
Peninsula Printers
24 52 Be-icon Ave 6£6-,£64 j
REAL ESTATE
Flint Motors
2391 Beacon Ave. -- 
Harbour Texaco 
1042 i Restnaven Dr 
Pickering Auto-Marine 
2491 Bevan Ave, •~656-2422
656-1922
, • - 656-503 3
Fredrick's Shoes
2475 Beacon Ave, ■-■ 656-4724
Town Square Shoes
»206>2405 Boacon Ave ■656.7331
SPORTING GOODS
Brentwood Bay Sporting Goods.
7106A W, SaanictvRd ~ 652'5614
Gordon Hulme Ltd.
2444 Beacc-n Ave -• 656’1 IS-I
H & R Motorcycle Sales
9?52.4tr'Sl, ■•■■65e-3433
RESTAURANTS 
Bayitrore F amily Restaurant
St 22













Kg. 15 22 
£'5£'48lE
Jnf.St lacipis the Sidney Pev'.fvy
•tv 1 n • ■v
Red Robin Foods





2.4.97 Beacc-n Ave. ■■,.65»6>033t
aOC-KSMlTW"'- '
PtniniuuTott '
2351 Beacc-nA've ..656-4 21 1
Ron Shearer
933.1 M.iryiandOr ■- 656-50,7■?
Sidtwr Review 
■9S31-}.'JS*'''-656-1161






i, 12 ke!d'iir Ave •
Clipper Inn.
■2556 Bevan Ave ■





378* • 5th St -- 656■5596
ROOFING AND INSULATION
vi'eathergardShop , **”
2,145 ^eatl^,K.,«, Ra.-- 652-441 1
SAND, GRAVEL AND CEMENT
'Re,«e<vi Ready.Mif ""
'2068 Her,r,,- 656 55,55 
Butler Bros, Concrete
k’Mttt'g X'iRd ■ Oisf-eid ?■?«... 652 -4484
Harvey's Sporting Goods
?4 85,Bc.K'0n Ave, ■■ 556■•1392
TELEVISION SALES AND REPAIRS
Arctrer-Weisner TV Ser vice
9764 ■ SthSt --e5f.-51!4
TIRES 
Sidney Tire
9817 Resthaven Dr, - 656 -5 544
TOYS
Sidney Toyland
2436 Beacon A've. 656-141 1 
Village Toy and Hobby Shoppe
*3 7120 W, Saornch Rd ..652-583
UPHOLSTERY AND DRAPES
Danish Uplsolstery
7177 W-Saanich Rd .. 652 1*91
VARIETY STORES 
Sidney News and Variety
2440 Beacw, Ave, ■••- 656'2345
WELDING AND FABRICATING
Satellite Industries
2527 Bevan Ave ■-■ 6*6-.7.n'
WOOD STOVES 
SidtreyFireplaXeShop
9798 ■ 2,r.d5t ,''~656-3831 ■,
n t'lkiS Iilrt'illtmiili-Whitui I lulKii .■»
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o » » for some very good reasons
□
□
Shop Loc&iiy at. .
One of the fastest growing bank 
branches on the peninsula also 
happens to be one of the most 
attractive. And as if that weren’t 
enough, the Brentwood branch of 
the Royal Bank, 1183 Verdier, has 
new, improved customer services 
being phased in all the time.
Manager Bob McClellan, who 
came to the branch three years ago, 
saw the premises double last year, 
and that is the third expansion since 
it opened 10 years ago with a staff 
of only three.
Now there are 13 employees, 
headed by Penny Lewis in personal 
loans and Mary Leshures in admi­
nistration, ready to respond to the 
needs of a clientele which stretches 
from Brentwood shopping centre
EOYAL BANK 
OF CANADA
throughout all its farmland en­
virons.
Geared to small business in its 
lending program, the bank is a true 
rural branch catering to farmers, 
local retail merchants, marinas and
residents who know that a bank this 
spacious and sunny to visit makes 
saving easier.
Hours are Monday to Thursday, 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Fridays 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m.
P COMPETiTiVE PRiCMG
It’s a competitive world, and no one knows 
that better than our Peninsula merchants. Shop and 
compare: you7/ be fauourabli; surprised:-
P
FEiEMDLY SEMWiCE
When you shop in Saanich, you deal with \;our 
neighbours, people who care about
□
Shop Locaiiy at, o >
Where can you find everything ■ 
from lawn trimmers to compress­
ors, baby cribs to wine glasses —- at 
Sidney Rentals, of course, 9773 - 
5th St.
Glen McMillan has owned and
SIDNEY RENTALS
operated the thriving business for 
six years now and has expanded it 
into all branches of the equipment 
rental business. Here you can find 
all the standard tools for the do-it- 
yourselfer as well as the big con­
struction companies — chain saws 
by Stihl, Homelite, Echo and 
Pioneer; lawnmowers and trim­
mers by Torro, Lawn Boy, Snapper 
and Flymo; and tools like com­
pressors, diaphragm pumps and 
scaffolding for those bigger jobs.
But here, also, is where you rent 
beds, high chairs, space heaters, 
coffee urns, hot plates and almost 
anything else you could possibly 
need at home, on the job or even 
on the boat.
McMillan also has four full-time 
mechanics on the job who are 
mostly employed doing rebuilding 
of engines for marinas.






Shop Locaiip at o . .
The first yacht chartering busi­
ness of its kind has just opened its 
doors at 2447 Beacon Ave. and it 
promises to be a boon to .sailing and 
power boat enthusiasts alike.
Captain John Marsh, who retired 
to Sidney two months ago from his 
job as superintendent of marine 
operations for the Northwest Terri­
tories, started his chartering busi­
ness Feb. 1 and already has book­
ings made from Winnipeg, Edmon­
ton and New York.
His business is full-time boat 
chartering with the emphasis on re­
liable, responsible sen/lce provided 
by a staff of qualified ex-naval per­
sonnel. The business will not be a 
sideline operated by part-time peo­
ple, but a full-time operation
MAESH MARINE
headed by this qualified master 
mariner.
The deluxe yachts measure up to 
65 feet and will be maintained and 
serviced by Marsh’s staff of en­
gineers. They can be chartered for
sightseeing, skippered vacations or 
fishing trips, bareboat or as com­
plete packages.
Hours are from 0800 to 1700 
daily.
□
With Iiter0y dozens of retail and service outlets,
our business sector offers nearly everything you’ll ever need, 
arid some things you won t find anywhere else.
OUR MATUMAL BEAUTY
When you think of it, visitors traveihundreds of miles 
for our spectacular scenery. Aren t we fortunate we can do 
our daily shopping amid such splendor!
□
□
Shop Localise at. . .
If you are one of those people 
who wants top quality meal without 
a lot of chemical additives then Is­
land View Freezer, 7005 East 
Saanich Road, where Jack 
MacAulay has been freezing and 
smoking his own meats for 14 
years, is the place to head.
With a motto of “We wrap our 
future in every package", he and 
his wife, Elsie, have been pleasing 
peninsula customers for years with 
the prime meat and poultry that 
they hand pick from local farmers. 
Jack buys only the best from shows, 
such as the PNE and Saanichton 
Fair, as well as Alberta grain-fed
ISLAND VIEW FREEZER
and tender lamb from the Gulf Is­
lands.
Customers often come and 
watch their sides being cut up, their 
game packaged or their meat being 
cured and smoked in the only 
smoker on the peninsula, apart 
from fish smokers.
Tom Ready and Joyce Jewitt 
help the MacAulays give individual 
attention to each custorher, prepare 
the shop's own brand of delicious 
sausages and run the frozen-locker 
plant which has operated as such 
for more than 30 years,
Hours are Monday through 
Thursday 8 a,m. to 5 p.m, and Fri­
day from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
[t'
Shop Locally at. .
You don’t have to be a book­
worm to enjoy a leisurely browse 
through the aisles of this delightful 
store at 7105B West Saanich Road 
, , , but If you are, there are plenty 
to choose from.
Best sellers, hard-cover gift 
books, religious and cooking 
books, medical and psychological 
tomes and some ol the most in­
teresting children's books on the 
peninsula lino the shelves.
But operators Lesley Shaw and 
Deanne Arnold haven’t stopped 
there. Gold chains, greeting cards, 
activity books and games for those 
long drives in the car, rcfillable can­
dles that lfX)k like stained glass win­
dows when they burn and a goo<J 
selection of Beatrix Fk:)tter books.
THE BOOKWORM
china and brand new full-color trays 
arc only a sample of the delights, 
Excellent local road maps can be 
found here along with camping and 
trailer park guides for across Cana­
da but best of all, there’s a play - 
lf)en for mothers who can't shop
alone, and spacious aisles wide 
enough for shopping carts and bug­
gies Chargex is accepted.
Hours are 9 a. rn. to 5 p, m. Mon­
day to Friday and from 10 a,m, on 
Saturday,
□ Dollars spent here tend to stay here. When you 
locally, you’re helping to create prosperity^ 
right herd at horne.
irSSOEASY
Easy on you, and on your pocketbook. fhe shops and 
businesses listed here are just around the comer. 
Dhving is easy, you save gas, and parking is free.
c
Shop Locally at SIDNEY FASHION FLAIR
All the lainou.s designer lines are shall opened their doors ai 2471
there -- Ports International, Koret, Beacon two and a half years ago
While Stag, Jnntzen and Quiann -™ and, since then, the store with the 
and all in the most delicious spring- ludor exterior has appealed lo 
time colors and easy-carc fabrics. women of all ages and all walks of 
Monica Katelcy and GLadys Mar- life.
With a itraclice of ttever Import' 
Ing more than two dresses of the 
{sarrro style, and never In the same 
color or size, the owners are 
guaranteeing thrrir customers not 
only quality but originality.
Right now It’s & treat just lo walk 
through the store and get In the 
mood for spring,,. lavender Rose- 
Hip jeans with matclring canvas 
belt, crocus yellow shirt dresses, 
racy jogging suits and pastel Qulana 
raincoats that are so light they con 
roll up In a bisll rue Just 5 few of the 
enticements,
Hours ore 10 a m. lo 5 p.m. Mon­
day tlrrougii bafurUay,
p
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Alcohol meet
The healing of 
relationships with the' 
alcoholic will be the theme 
of an address by guest 
speaker Jack Say well at a 
Guild of Health meeting to
be held at 2 p.m. March 27 
at St. John’s Church. 1611 
Quadra. Prayer service at 
1:30 p.m. in the chapel is 
followed by the general 
meeting at 2 p.m. in the 
lower church hall.
1
Have you outgrown 
your present home?
Homes are selling quickly 
now, so it may be a good 
time to make your move. 
Please call me for a market 
evaluation.
Buying or selling, I'd like to 












I wish to thank the many residents of Central 
Saanich who elected me as Mayor.
I welcome Ed Gait and Ruth Arnaud as Aldermen 
to our new Council. :
To those candidates who were unsuccessful I 
wish to commend them and give my best for their 
efforts and interest in wanting to serve their 
community. . ,
I want to assure all residents that the door to the 
office of Mayor will always be open. Please do not 





For reservations : 
656-6622
2328 Harbour Rd. 
Sidney, B.C.
Decisive win ‘Unthinking’
Continued from Page 1
supporters in the hallways who, as the 
results mounted in favor of Hill, 
muttered such things as “left-libs take 
over” and “they ganged up on us” and 
“the bureaucrats will now takeover” — 
a reference, probably, to Hill’s em­
ployment as a municipal firefighter.
A lot of people of all age.s and from 
all areas of the municipality had worked 
for him, Hill admitted, and he was 
grateful to them for their help— and to 
his wife, Diane, who had just passed her 
power boat squadron examination that 
day, and his two youngsters.
“That, really, is what il'.s about,” 
Hill said, “1 just want to sec Central 
Saanich as a nice place to live for my 
two daughters and kids like them. 1 am, 
in other words, looking ahead some 15 
or 20 years. That is why 1 am so con­
cerned with development and the strict 
adherence to our community plan which 
will curb unrestricted development and 
keep this community a good place lo 
live.”
He was not against development in 
areas where it was appropriate. Hill 
said, and would like to see more in­
dustry come to the industrial reserve in 
Central Saanich and help broaden the 
tax base but he thought a really hard 
look had to be taken at every proposal 
for housing.
“It is undoubtedly true that the public 
is greatly concerned about runaway 
development in this and other rural 
communities and I’m generally in 
favour of a slow-down. It should not be 
forgotten that the community plan 
envisages a population of not more than 
14,500 for Central Saanich for the year
M.iki il imii li.iHc IIITlti* lloolavonn iMH limi' iniiil April
I.'^,.liul Mill uil 1 I'l I'Im' IiI'I' III I h.11,ip'.I M',n\ Sllhsi I l|l|illll 
III TIm! jiiilntiv Uevit'w, I'ltiisi' lilj mil iliii. imiiimi luid
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2000 — and this should always be kept 
in mind,” Hill said.
I f he had his way, he said, there would 
be no homes in the Genstar develop­
ment. The area was perfect for a 
Harrison Hot Springs-type develop­
ment.
“Zoned as it is, tourist-commercial, it 
could contain a hotel, golf course, 
marina and all sorts of tourist amenities. 
It is a perfect location for such an en­
terprise,” the mayor-elect said.
Vandalism in Central Saanich and 
zero-based budgetting were matters he 
would like council to consider.
It was a long evening in Central 
Saanich municipal Hall which started 
when the polls closed at 8 p.m. and went 
on until the last aldermanic vote was 
tallied at about 11:40 p.m.
With 909 votes, Ed Gait was elected 
alderman for the term ending in 1980, 
besting opponents Lea King and runner- 
up Robert Smith, an engineer. For the 
term ending in 1981 Ruth Arnaud 
defeated airline employee Ray Lamont 
and lawyer Flemming Hansen, with 971 
votes to Lamont’s 777 and Hansen’s 
324.
It was the second try for Gait and also 
for Arnaud, a public health nurse and 
homemaker co-ordinator.
Some 4,697 people were eligible to 
vote in Central Saanich, and of that 
number 2,141 turned out. Total vote 
was 46 per cent, higher than most 
turnouts in previous years, said 
municipal clerk and returning officer 
Fred Durrand. The only one he 
remembers that may have been higher 
was the turnout for the sewer 
referendum in 1973, he said.
can ruin race
won
Continued from Page 1
The question of organizing had .split 
the Sidney employees almost in half, 
with only nine of 16 supporting the 
application for certification.
That was something higher than the 
55 per cent required for automatic 
certification, but there were com­
plications.
First, one of the nine withdrew
support, and then the credit union 
sought to have three listed as 
management exclusions.
The LRB’s decision appears to uphold 
the group’s argument that the with­
drawal by one employee had to be 
disregarded because it took place more 
than 10 days after application.
The board’s approval also appears to 
dismiss the management request for 
exclusions.
Her husband would now; 
relinquish his post as “the 
Prince Philip of Central 
Saanich” said former 
mayor Jean Butler Monday 
night, turning over the reins 
of office to Dave Hill, 
chosen to succeed her in 
Saturday’s byclection.
Presented with a bouquet 
by the staff of the 
municipality, Butler, who 
was forced to retire for 
reasons of health, said she 
enjoyed her work for the 
municipality as alderman 
and mayor. Throughout her 
husband had been a pillar 
of strength for her and she 
was grateful to him, she 
said.
Sworn in by a provincitil 
court judge, Hill said his 
predecessor would not soon 
be forgotten by the people 
of Central Saanich for her 
work in bringing a hospital 
to the peninsula and for her 
involvement in the 
development of a new 
municipal complex for the 
municipality,
The work of ihe 
municipality should be a 
team effort on the part of 
the mayor, aldermen and 
sittff, 11111 said, adding he 
wanted all of thettt to “be 
open iind available to the 
public.”
Also sworn in as 




1 rciiii'iicjotis in Used Books
Sanscha Hall Flea Market 
Sunday, March 23
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Concerned about the fact 
that contestants who did 
practice runs on the course 
before the race showed “a 
lack of respect for a number 
of landowners’ properties,” 
the Basil Parker Cross 
Country Run directorate 
will take steps to make sure 
the practice will not be 
repeated.
In a letter to Central 
Saanich Council Monday 
night, M.P. Malcolm 
McAvity, meet director, 
also thanked council and 
municipal employees for 
their support this year. The 
13th annual run was most 
successful, McAvity said, 
with more than 500 par­
ticipants. Good weather 
and an improved course 
were responsible for the 
fact that there were no 
injuries “hardly a scraped 
knee” and the three St. 
John Ambulance units had 
little to do.
Commenting on the lack 
of respect to property in 
practice runs, McAvity 
said: “It is so unfortunate 
that a few unthinking in­
dividuals have the potential 
to ruin an event of this 
sort.”
Acting-Mayor George 
MacFarlane was thanked 
for attending the prize­
giving and being so gracious 
in the presentation of 
awards.
“Nice to know we had a 
gracious acting mayor,” 
said Aid. Dick Sharpe dryly 










ANY LIVING ROOM & DINING ROOM 
PLUS ONE CHAIR 
— OFFER EXPIRES — 
March 31st, 1980
Steamafic, the professional 
in-home cleaning service
CALL STEAMATIC TODAY






It’s Automatic With Steamatic!
The 56-voice CUC 
Singers of Lacombe, 
Alberta, will present a 
sacred choral concert at 
Rest Haven 7 th Adventist 
Church, 10469 Resthaven 
Drive, at 7:30 p.m. April 2. 
The choir led by Wendolin 
Lee Pazitka is making 12 
appearances on a 10-day 
swing through B.C., the 
lower mainland and 
Vancouver Island. 
Admission to the concert is 
free.
Family Restaurant
812 VERDIER, BRENTWOOD BAY
For Chinese and Western Food
DINE IN ■ TAKE OUT 
OPEN DAILY at 11 a.m.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK






BEEF SAUSAGE $129LB. 1
GRADE Al BEEF
CROSS RIB ROAST $1 LS. i^79
1 MAPLE LEAF TRAY PACK $129
LB. 1.
LEAN BONELESS $1 
LB. J





























99'Delmonte 48 oz. tin
Orange Crystals
Rise & Shine 
4 * 3‘/4 or.
Dish Detergent
Sunlight $129
32 or. bll, J,
Canned Tomatees
59'fortune 28 oz. tin
Niblets Corn
Green Giant /Oftt 
12 oz. tins
Cream Corn
Green Giant14 oz. tins 2/99^
TEXAS PINK
GRAPEFRUIT 5/89
B.C. MEDIUM <tg%tCOOKING ONIONS lb. 10^
LOCAL NO. 2 GEM
POTATOES 15 lb. BAG
U.S. No. 1 MEDIUM *
BULK CARROTS lb. 19*
...Hil) llJi',1 l!r.'iltbiL tiF'jlrv'drt.t GwlT-i,
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Fishboat “Nelda” went down in rough waters off Island View Beach following 
March 12 storm [top photo] while another broke loose from its mooring and 
washed up onto Coles Bay Beach.
•'■i •‘s,^i^'\::■^ ■'•
Officers elected
New executive for the 
1980-81 season elected at 
the annual meeting of Glen 
Meadows Curling Club 
March 11 includes:
Bill Gostick, president; 
Bill Barron, vice-president; 
Joan Ethier, secretary;
r
Peggy Jacobsen, treasurer; 
Ben Braun, junior 
representative and Eric 
Graham, publicity.
The club plans a spring 
dinner-dance for April 26. 
A gold match and barbecue 
will be held June 7.
n^anning Press Requires
400 to 800 sq. ft. of heated 
working & storage area, 
with concrete or solid floor, 







Municipal clerk Colleen Condy finds new pay phone outside 
Sidney RCMP detachment works fine. Phone was installed at 















Continued from Page ! As well, some trips will
Daytime, Monday extend from Saanichton to, 
thtqughUSaturday: Route the Saanich . Peninsula 
70: " B Hospital.
Bay / Sidney / Saanichton / ■ Route 7 4: Brenhypod- 
downtown Victoria) West Saanich ^(Royal
Bay) and 73 (Central rriake easy transfer between 
Saanich). Evening route:/ the Pat Bay route and 
Southbound: From Swartz Central Saanich route. 
Bay termiiial//via/ -'PBH7' V Connections/will be made 




Swartz Bay ferry terminal 
via Pat Bay Highway, 
McDonald Park Rd., 
Resthaven, Ardwell, 
Resthaven to Sidney Bus 
Depot. Then via Beacon, 
Fifth, Lochside, McTavish, 
East Saanich, Pat Bay 
Highway, Douglas, 
Blanshard, Saanich,
■ Douglas, Humboldt, 
Blanshard, Belleville to 
' Douglas.
Northbound: From
Belleville and Douglas via 
Douglas, Saanich, Vernon, 
Douglas, Pat Bay Highway, 
East Saanich, McTavish, 
Lochside, Fifth, Beacon, 
Resthaven, Ardwell, 
Bowerbank, Resthaven, 
McDonald Park Rd., PBH 






Southbound; From Mt. 
Newton and East Saanich 
Rd, (Saanichton regional 
stop) via Mt, Newton,
Wallace, Stelly’s Cross
road, West Saanicli, 
Verdier, Brentwood, 
Mnrchant, Wallace, West 
Saanich, Keating, Central 
Saanich, Tanner, PBH,
Sayward, howler, Cordova 




ilelleville to Douglas, 
Northbound; From 
Belleville and Douglas via 
Douglas, Saanich, Vernon, 
Douglas, PBH, Royal Oak, 
Cordova Bay, Fowler, 
Soyward, PBH, Tanner, 
Central Saanich, Keating, 
West Saanich, Wallace, 
Marchnnt, Brentwood, 
Verdier, West Saanich, 
Sicily’s Crossroad, 
Wallace, Ml, Newton to 
East Saanich Rd, 
(Saanichton slop).
Route 70 and 73 will 
operate limited slops along 
Douglas Street south of 
Royal Oak in order to offer 
faster service (o residents of 
the peninsula.
During peak periods, a 
narllnrnent biilldinas loop 
will be added to include 
Oovernment, Superior and 




Sidney depot via Fifth, 
Lochside, Mt. Newton; 
East Saanich Rd. 
(Saanichton stop). Then via 
Mt. Newton, Wallace, 
Stelly’s Cross road. West 
Saanich, Verdier, Brent­
wood, Marchant, Wallace, 
West Saanich to Royal Oak 
Shopping Centre.
Northbound: From
Royal Oak via West 
Saanich, Wallace, Mar- 
chant, Brentwood, Verdier, 
West Saanich, Stelly’s 
Crossroad, Wallace, Mt. 
Newton to East Saanich 
Rd. (Saanichton stop). 
Then via Mt. Newton. 
Lochside, Fifth, Beacon, 
Resthaven to Sidney depot. 
Route 78:
Route 78; North Saanich 
(A r cl m o r c / D c e p - 
Covc/Sidney).
From Sidney depot via 
Beacon, PBH, Weller, 
Canora, McTavish, West 
Saanich, Downey, 
Macirona, Birch, West 
Saanich, Lands End, Pal 
Bay Highway to Swartz Bay 
terminal, Tlien via PBH, 
McDonald Park Rd., 
Resthaven, Bowerbank, 
Ardwell, Resthaven to 
Sidney depot,
During evenings, Sun­
days and holidays, service 
wonkl he reduced to reflect 
demand. As well, directness 
of routing would be 
modiCied for greater 
coverage,
Service would run hourly 
corniuiiing high demand 
portions of routes 70 (Pal
Resthaven, Bowerbank, 
Ardwell, Resthaven to 
Sidney depot. Then via 
Beacon, Fifth, Lochside, 
McTavish, East Saanich, 
Mt. Newton, Wallace, 
Stelly’s Crossroad, West 
Saanich, Verdier, Brent­
wood, Marchant, Wallace, 
West Saanich, Keating, 
Central Saanich, Tanner, 
PBH, Sayward, Fowler, 
Cordova Bay, Royal Oak 
Dr., PBH, Douglas, 
Blanshard, Saanich Rd., 
Douglas, Humboldt, 
Blanshard to Belleville. 
Northbound; From 
Douglas and Belleville via 
Douglas, Saanich, Vernon, 
Douglas, Royal Oak, 
Cordova Bay, Fowler, 
Sayward, PBH, Tanner, 
Centr.al Saanich, Keating, 
West Saanich, Wallace, 
Marchant, Brentwood. 
Verdier, West Saanich, 
Wallace, Ml. Newton, Fast 
Saa n ich, M c T avis h, 
Loch.sidc, Fifth, Beacon, 
Rcsih.nven, Ardwell, 
Bowerbank, Resthaven, 
McDonald Park Rd.. PBH 
to Swartz Buy,
A limed transfer point is 
proposed for Saaniclilon to
every half hour during peak 
■periods.
A second timed transfer 
poiiri will be in Sidney to 
permit North Saanich bus 
route passengers to transfer 
to or from the Pat Bay 
route for service lo Vic­
toria.
Service lo the penimsula 
will involve eight buses at 
peak periods with five 
scheduled for daytime 
routes and three in the 
evening.
Preliminary timetables 
submitted to CRD indicate 
the buses would start 
running at 5:48 a.m, from 
Swartz Bay Monday to 
Friday and continue every 
30 minutes until 7:46 a.m. 
when they will run every 
hour until 6:50 p.m. The 
ride will lake about one 
hour from Swartz Bay to 
downtown Victoria.
A
\ 'v / ' .
New bus routes for Saanich Peninsula
schMiuled to start late fall or early 1981' 
are shown here.
s li ... r.-A
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Regular price $14.95 per 10 lb. box
SPECIAL 
PRICE




® Textures like ho other tool -© Features 
PADCO’s exclusive "GOOP LOOP” 
material. © Set includes No-Spray Roller;
Regular price
$10.99 per s6t ^yi set 
SPECIAL PRICE SAVE $4.00 per set
Effective Sale Dates, March 17- 23,1980 only.
THIS WEEK’S SPECIAL IS AVAILABLE AT ALL 
CLOVERDALE PAINT N' PAPER LOCATIONS IN B.C. 
AND ALBERTA
9768 - 5th street
SIDNEY
656-3975
8-5:00 p.m. Weekdays 
8:30-5 p.m. Saturday 
10-4 Sunday




service will start at 6:2() 
n,m. from Saanichton and 
run every hour. II will start 
running every 30 minutes 
beginning at 3:40 p.m. 











Now in Sidney (o Serve You 
.11 24:i0 Ue.icon 
Phone (>.^f)-4'243
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The Council of the Town of Sidney invites applications from suitably 
qualified persons to act in a voluntaryi capacity ns advisors to tho 
Advisory Planning Commission on the design merits of plans and 
proposals tor certain now buildings. Qualified persons would include 
landscape architects, professional engineers, contractors, design 
consultants, and others, Professional building architects have already 
been appointed. ^
Applications including resume will bo accepted until March 28th, 1980 
and lurther information may be obtained from the undersigned,
G.S, Logan, A.C.I.S.,C.M,C.
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Don’t get taken
With the approach of 
income tax season, the 
public should be on the 
alert for rebaters who 
provide less than 85 per cent 
of taxpayers’ anticipated 
refunds, says Consumer
and Corporate Affairs 
Minister Jim Nielsen.
“The practice of over­
charging on tax rebates is 
illegal,” Nielsen says, “and 
my ministry will react 
quickly and forcefully to 
any and all complaints of
such action received from 
the public.”
The minister said tax­
payers should wait fpr their 
full tax rebate if possible, 
but that people who need 
the money immediately 
should never sell their right
to the refund for less than 
85 per cent of its value.
In 1978 fines and costs 
totalling $6,000 were 
assessed against a Van­
couver discounter that 
violated the legislation.
More recently a lower 
mainland firm and its 
principal were fined a total 
of $350 for failing to file the 
necessary reports with 
consumer and corporate 
affairs.
liitiitlieSis
in gfent I iitanclal
a statement of confidence in British Columbia
THE
Sound financial management can provide the programs 
British Columbia needs . . . and a strong economy to pay for 
those programs.
This year's Provincial Budget provides:
® $1.55 billion for health care and the most extensive hospital 
construction program in British Columbia's history.
® $388 million to cover the first year costs of a five-year $1.4 billion 
forest management program.
* $10 million for an Energy Development Agency to find alternatives 
to fossil fuels and help British Columbia to become self-sufficient in 
energy needs.
® $30 million for the first Dental Care Assistance program.
® $613 million for transportation and highways including $100 million 
for an accelerated highway construction and maintenance program.
» $48.4 million direct tax reduction in ten fields ranging from income 
tax to the probate fees tax.
• $176.2 million—a 24% increase—tor municipal governments through 
the Revenue Sharing Fund.
® $69 million as the provincial share of Urban Transit costs.
But the big cash benefits are not all the benefits sound budgeting 
can bring. Good financial management enables the government this 
year to:
® increase Home-Owner Grants for senior citizens to $630 a year, 
o reduce the sales tax from 4% to 2% on fuel efficient new cars.
® increase the amount of aid to small businesses.
« reduce the cost of energy conserving equipment by removing the 
sales tax.
9 provide $6.5 million for park development in British Columbia this 
yeac:
9 and add $4.5 million to the Employment Opportunity Program for 
young people.
ORIGINAL
STANDARD SIZES FIT 
MOST FIREPLACES





SIZES FOR ANY 
FIREPLACE 
CUSTOM MADE




Wendy Jestico, 7, was one of multitude of skaters par­
ticipating In the Peninsula Ice Review ‘80 show presented by 
the Peninsula Figure Skating Club March 13.
AND VICTORIAN 
FIREPLACES
Write for your copy: 
Provincial Budget 
% Ministry of Finance 
Parliament Buildings 
Victoria, B.C. V8V 1X4
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Finance 
Honourable Hugh A. Curtis, Minister
SOLID BRASS DOOR ALSO AVAILABLE!
Giant spring bingo.
fayre planned
f788 - 2nci Sfreef, Sidney
TELEPHONE 656-3831
A giant spring bingo — 
set for April 16 — and a 
super Christmas Fayre at 
the end of the year are two 
projects volunteer worker 
Mrs. Jean White is plan­
ning.
White, 2169 Mills Road, 
is fund raising co-ordinator 
for the Peninsula Com­
munity Association. Her 
plans are to raise some 
“general funds” for the 
association, money that can 
be used later for a variety of 
projects.
She’s looking for 
donations from the 
community — money or
articles which can be used 
for prizes at the bingo. A 
small radio or dinner for 
two at a restaurant are the 
kind of offers she hopes to 
get from the business 
community.
with volunteers, she says.
Kiwanis Club will run the 
bingo, Sanscha Hall 
manager Chuck Harvey will 
officiate and youngsters 
from STAG have offered 
their help.
Mrs. White is also in need 
of a television set which she 
plans to raffle or alter­
natively, she’d like the 
money to purchase one 
cheaply, she says.
The bingo will be held at 
Sanscha Hall, from 7 to 10 
p.m. and those who find 
transportation a problem 
will be able to get a ride in
White says she’s sending 
letters to the three peninsula 
mayors and Finance 
Minister and Saanich and 
the Island MLA Hugh 
Curtis, inviting them to call 
out some numbers at the 
bingo game.
For more information 
call the association’s office 
at656-0134.
ByiumLi
ASSOCIATE STORE SPRING SALE
Gypsum
Wailboard




For light, around the home 
Jobs. Perfect to move loads 
over lawns, soft ground, 
sand and gravel. Finished In 
attractive baked-on enamel. 







Create attractive walls & 
yard dividers. Attractive 






Dries in one hour to a washable 
finish. One coat covers most sur­
faces ■ apply with brush or roller. 
Easy to clean with soap and 
water,
Panels
Use them as screens for your 
patio or as awnings. In 

















f>0 foot garden hose reels 
Into its ibwn case for e.isy 
handling, tightwelght and 
compact lor convenient use 
In home, cottage, camper, 
boat or trailer.
Oil base paint offers 
good surface penetr,«lon 
and .adhesion, Avail,ible 
In White only.
Rugged compact
strip. 6’ Cord' ....... Q Jr MEET '
Dimmer Switch
Dial the mood 














Gives a smooth, finished surface.
Easy to prepare, Just add water. . ........
Pre-Mixed Concrete
For step and walkway repairs.
Just add water and mix........
Pre»A/llxed Mortar
Made especially for laying blocks, bricks 
or stone. Ready to mix. .............
Octagonal Box
.....654" diameter. With clips, ,
Electrical Box







for easy revolving 
credit and win a 
trip to Las Vegas
Popular Radio and 
TV Personality,
Mr. mo&re will be 
in your 
BUILDALL STOBB 
from 10 a.m. to 
4 p.m. Wednesday 
March 26, 
courtesy of
GBEBN VALLEY FEBTILIZEli 
CHEMICAL COMPANY
to give professional advic^ 
on lawns, gardens and house plants,
Serving Victoria & the Peninsula 6 Days a Week 
With a Full Range of Building Mater^^^
2046 Keating X Road
|i 4 .'■'Y 4 ■ " !'
:il ■ I’
Basil Parker Cross Country Run
Results
CLASS I-OPEN MEN 
Team Results
1. Prairie Inn 1 —Points 19
2. SpartexWWF—Points64




























27 Steve Wynne (M)
28 Mike Holmes
29 Terry Void
























54:- - Chris McMahen
55i, Dave Clough
56 ’ Jim Currie
57': . Don Lambert














































104 Wally Patton (M)
105 Walter KotorynskI (M) 







113 Tom Rough (M)
121 BobFennlM)






















































































































114 R, Gregory 50.03
{ ■ 115 Tony Lasoy 50.03
116 Wayne Furlan 50,04
j 117 StonLnJolo 50,10
118 R.O'RogantM) 50,25
119 G.Kittolson 50.27






1 1^:7 Chii&HarkerlM) 52,31
128 Tom Kelly ' 52.40
129 Derek Purdon (M) 62.45
Hr' 130 Dan Johnson 52,46
• '.ui H.hroeman 53,02
: [ 132 Tony Carr (M) 53,04




135 Bryle Hopkins 53.25
136 Ron Greene (M) 53.30
137 Donald LeRoux 53.31
138 AndyTaylor 53.51
139 Dave Darentean 53.55
140 Einhard Schubert 54.10
141 Colin Ross 54.13
142 John Manning 54.15
143 Bill Matthews 54.18
144 BobChamut 54.40
145 R. Holmes ' 54.45
146 Don McMullen 54.53
147 Sue Ross 55.19
148 AlanGreir 55.33
149 A. Whitehead (M) 56.26
150 Al Friesen 57.23
151 Peter Rosner (M) 57.44
152 Bill Matthews 57.55
153 Dave Newman 58.16




1 Mark Griffin 41.39
2 Justin Smith 45.12
3 Greg Bale 46.37
CLASS3 - JUVENILE MEN
Team Results




1 Robin Baird 40.19
2 Leslie Bullen 40.27
3 DonMarwood 40.34
4 Paul Buck 40.38
5 David Coey 41.29
6 DaveBrown 41.34
7 PeterTanner 43.53
8 Joe Piercy 45.09
9 Mike Food 45.10
10 lanMalcom 46.07
11 TimShumka 46.20
12 Thor Herford-Madsen 47.07
13 Shawn Hartley 48.56
14 RushDalziel 49.22
15 Martin Stephen 52.18
16 Joey Crowley 54.35
17 DuaneCoch 57.10
18 Robert Cream 59.58




1. S.M.U. -29 Points
2. Oak Bay Secondary — 60 
Points
3. Glenlyon — 69 Points
Individual Results '
PLACE.; ;
1 ■ David Backhouse ". '
2 Craig Brownhill
3 JamieWedge
4® Karl Molineaux 
5 Steve Bachop
3 CorryReynaud 14.53
4 Shawn Depol 15.29
5 KentSheldrack 15.31
6 Chris Brown 15.32
7 Simon Batte 15.32
8 Chris Hutton 15.32
9 Christopher Talbot 15.48
10 Mathew Lurie 15.58
11 Bill Collins 16.08
12 David Jenkin 16.09
13 DaleHarper 16.17
14 BarnabasClark 16.27
15 Ivan Van Eerden 16.29
16 Craig Stevens 16.32
17 lanAuld 16.42
18 Wayne Enston 16.43
19 AlexGreg 16.44
20 Bjoth Lie 17.06
21 Ralph Boganes 17.11
22 Ron Scott 17.21
23 Michael Evans 17.24
24 Wayne Gilmore 17.42
25 Chris Robinson 17.49
26 Conrad Pedan 17.50
27 Gordon Farrell 18.22
28 Michael Kaye 18.32
29 Ben Gibson 18.46
30 Steven NuttalI 19.10
31 Johnathan Evans 19.14
32 Dean Windemeir 19.53
33 Dale Johnson 19.54
34 KenNolte 19.54
35 Michael Newferd 20.18
26 JaretFlaig 20.20
37 Michael Roberts 20.32
38 John Adams 21.04
39 Joe Gregory 21.27
40 Adam Horodyske 21.31
41 Byron Green 21.31
42 Shawn McDonald 21.31
43 John Nelson 21.44
44 Peter Drive 25.46
45 Mark Manning 26.46
46 Scott Manning 26.47
CLASS7-OPEN WOMEN
Team Results
1. Vikettes U. Vic Field Hockey —
130 Points
2. DustySneakers —149 Points
3. Prairieinn —183 Points 
Individual Results:
PLACE
1 Jan Crook 34.14
2 Diane Pend ray 34.39
3 Suzi Carson 34.44
4 Brandy Monteith 35.36
5 Cheryl Clough 35.56
6 Sherry Bailey 36.07
7 Carrie Crookshank 36.18
8 Cheryl Mallette 36.29
9 Joanne Samson 36.43
10 Ruby White 37.11
11 Cindy Sheepwash 38.01
12 Jennifer Stewart 38.17
12 Glenda Scott 38.41
14 Colleen Bonus 39.02
15 Lisa Ray 40,26
16 Lynn Michell 41.07
17 Jennifer Brown 41.10
18 Nancy Taylor 41.35
19 Kim McConnell 41.44
20 Barber Berger 42.08
21 Brenda McBride 42.32
22 Hilary Harkess-Frost 42.46
23 Rhond Holloway 43.25
24 Linda Dallin 43.27
25 Patricia Harper 44,04
26 June Ryder 44.11
27 Yvonne Carr 46.38
28 Mary-Anne Mateus 47.36
29 Jan Milligan 49.34
30 Linda Bolton 51.45
31 Helen Hall 52,25
32 Maggey Villvang 56.48
33 Susan Rossner 57.09











CLASS 9 - JUVENILE WOMEN 
Team Results




















CLASS 8 - JUNIOR WOMEN 
Team Results




1 Rosalind Penty 33.56
2 Angie Gerst 34.05
3 Sian Spacey 36.39
4 Yvonne Coady 36.57
5 Lorie Kenny 37.17
6 Kay Dietrich 41.49
7 Reagan Wilson 42.19
8 Alisa Hoeth 42.46
9 Donna Montgomery 44.06
10 Joanie Lankenae 55.54
10 Suzanne Miluille 55.54
11 Pam Bovington 61.53
CLASS 10 - MIDGET WOMEN 
Team Results
1st Place — Oak Bay Secondary 
— 74 Points




















CLASS 5 - BANTAM MEN [12 • 
13]
Team Results
1. St, Michael's University 
School— 31 Points
2. FlyingYT.C. —96 Points

















14 Bobby Hinds 












27 ' Steven Shoopwosh





33 Ronnie Do Loouw
34 StovonStrobbo
35 PaulMcColoman
36 Caron Martin 
CLASS 6-PEE WEE MEN 
Team Result*.
1, Glenlyon A— 199 Points
2, 5onsbury-33lPolnts


































































Llont, »lo*ri, elephant! and other amailno aeaturu are stalklnn 
th« alilet at Saleway -- slartlno titli w«ekl Thcv'ra all In the faecl- 
READERS NATURE LIBRARY from 
•*** maonlflcent iarlre adapted from the LIFE
NATURE LIBRARY.
Why TimE'Lif r Books developed 
thtfl cxtrAordliiary liertes...
These hnnk« were clnKlpneil hy llin Editor! of TiMi;.|.ll(; B()f)KS 
for one purpose; to develop your child's Interest In the world 
'around trim. Every hook In this 12>vohune set reflects Ihe hifih 
standards yon expect from every TlMr.-LirF Hooit; editorial 
ihornunhuess, clear text, siiperh pholofitnphs, xpeclally cpm- 
missioned drawlniis, Instructive dlanramt, maps and charts.
No matter what your child’s Interest, It’s In 
YOUNG READERS NATURE UBRABYI
Star>(|azln{| or hird-walchlnn,,. animal behavior or ecoloay 
.. . Ihe earth nr outer spnee—iuture volumes in this sp«llhlnd> 
Inii series will satisfy any child’s curinrdty about Ihe wonders of 
nature: Thr Hfptlks, The Unhiem, The linrth, fwoluhoiti The 
rrlinaica, The Olnlu and mortti Vuluine by volume, these etdur' 
packed books take your child on adventure after advenliirel
Volume 1, The Sea, is now available at the low 
Introductory price of only 99 <=1
This cnlordllled hook fakes you from tlie ocean's surface lo 
the watery depths ,., plves you an astonlshlnti look at the 
ocean floor, lecmina with life. You’ll sec (anlnstlc drnwlnos. .. 
learn about currents .., waves and tides .,. sharks and other 
terrors of fhe deep .,. and man and Ihe future of the sen.
All this, accompanied by lively text In Inrue, ensv-ln*read 
type, superlative color pholunraphs, helpful dianrams, an 
Index for easy reference ... everyihln]] yonr child needs to 
make the world of nature come nlivcl r—
Time
Tfds exclllni) volume, The Sea, Is now avniinhie at a special 
Inttodiiclory price of )usl 99t. Subsntiuent volumes will be 
offered In the cominn weeks iiriill all 12 are avniinhie. The cost 
of Volumes 2 Ihrough 12 is Just $2.79 «nch-an extremely ren* 




l2aS we# leiF F%s CS
Voliiiiies 
2 through 12, 
$.2.79 each
CANA O A













Waterfront lot, or older 
home on waterfront. Raney 
style, or Split Level homes 






Waterfront lot, or older 
home on waterfront.
Ranch style, or Split Level 
homes within $60,000 - 
$7 0,0(X) price range.







Well insulated no-step 
home on ,55 acre offers 
room & comfort. 3 BR. 
Built-in bar, large L.R. and 
generous size kitchen. Lots 
of parking with an attached 





WILD & woolly 
Two side by side lots V* and 
1 acre on a treed, south 
slope, with double frontage 
on Tatlow and Laurel 
Roads in Deep Gove. MtS. 
Asking $26,500 and 
■,-$27,750.'''::-V^'^V-''r':
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
3,86,acre Level, cleared, all 







For rent approx. 640 sq. ft; 














Saanich Peninsula or Salt Spring 
Island to $200,000 will be in area this 
week for specific purpose of buying a 
property.
No ogents please




IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do it 
year round using an aluminum and 
glass greenhouse! Write for free 
brochure to: B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders, 7323 • 6th St., Burnaby, B.C. 






mochinery. 6 quorters, 740
cultivoted, excellent buildings. Bruce






Live on one side, rent the 
other. Each unit has 3 
bedrooms, Sundecks, off 
master bedrooms. 
Basement with storage area 
and utility room. Fensed 
back yards, nicely land­
scaped, Carports & storage. 
Good assumable mortgage 





Duplex $86,900 also in nice 
neighbourhood. 3 
bedrooms, 1 Vi baths, large 
kitchens with eating area, 
utility room, good sized 
livingrodm. Assumable 
mortgage of approx 
$39,000 at 10’/4%. Beat 




Attractive 2 Bedroom 
bungalow on large sub- 
dividable lot. Just one 




WATERFRONT LOT or wolorfront 
house wanted to buy by Victoria 
family. Cash availoble. Please phone 
658-5505.0090-12 
OLD HOMESTEADS, WATERFRONT 
ACRSACES, woodlots. 50 ceres plus, 
please give all details. R.H. Realty 
Ltd., Box 396, Boyle. Alberta. NA12
AUTOS 6 SCATS 
TOE SALS
1979 FORD FAIRMONT station
wagon, 9,500 miles, bucket sects, 4 
speed, roof rack, radio, delux in­
terior and exterior, 40 m.p.g.. im- 
moculote. $4,950. 656-S327. 0085-12
1976 - 280Z CUSTOM PAINT end pin 
stripe. Now Mlcholln tires. AM/FM 
radio. Pioneer tope deck with omp. 
ond Devoo speakers. Phone 479-4763
between 4:30-6:00 p.m, 068-12
1974 COUGAR XR7, mint condition. 
63700 miles, power windows, tape 
deck, custom wheels, new rodiols, 
offers to $3,000. 65B-550S. 092-12





QUIET BACHELOR requires clean 
furnished apartment or basement 
suite. Please coll Keith at 656-1170. 
083-1 2
JUNE 1 — three or four bedroom 
house in North Saanich area — with 
fridge, stove and drapes. Call 656- 
0248.2 075-12
TEMPORARY. May 25 to July 31 while 
we finish building. House or apar­
tment. furnished or unfurnished. 
Sidney/Deep Cove area. 656-6905. 
067-12
GOOD USED VACUUM CLEANER, 
radio, ironing board, for refugee 
family. 656-6129.095-12
HUMMEL FIGURES and plates: Roygt 
Dolton Figures ond Toby Jugs. als«.* 
,Milltaria Swords. Bayonets, Badges- 
ondMedols. 383 0405; 386-0911. 16-tf
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. 







Renting now - 2 bedroom 
suites in Marina Court, 
9843 Second Street, Sidney. 
Adult oriented, spacious, 
and attractive with fireplace 
from $390.00 per month. 
To view, please call:
George Strieker 




Morxiger/lnstructor for workshop for 
dovelopmentally handicapped. Must 
have woodworking experience, 
mechanical. Backgrour>d experience 
with mentally handicapped an asset 
but not necessary. Salary negotiable. 
Deadline March 28. Apply Beehive 
Workshop, Box 1550, Drayton vfiley, 
Altc. TOE OMO. Phono (403) 542-3113, 
12
RELIABLE SITTER needed for oc­
casional Saturday and Sunday af­
ternoons. 652-2158. 081-12
PART TIME, Sundays only, 6 hrs., 
caring for retail storage. Bill, 386- 
079-12
HOME mms e 
ESOTMEST TOE SALE
1973 CAT 966C c/w WELD^
Grapple, near new G.P. bucket, 23.5 
X 25 80% tires, Tube-Lok HOPS 
machine presently inspected 
Vancouver, $72,000: 1974 • 2‘/j cubic 
yord P & H Excavator, standard 
bucket with teeth. G.M. power, low 
hours - Vancouver, $152,000: 1971 
KOMATSU, D85, angle blode. winch. 
HOPS canopy. 90% u/c, very good 
operating condition - Chotwynd. 
$48,500. Phono 324-2446 or 853-0950. 
NAl 2.
FIREWOODS • cut to order. Cedar 
posts and roils. Select tree failing. 
Phone 656-4213. tf
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE in Sidney 
available April 15th to June 30th. $50 ; 
per week; 656-3035^ / OT7-12
TWO BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE. 
Sidney.':' I’/i baIhroomSi, washer,'
■ dryer', fridge and - stove) Available' 







Attractive 1 bedroom unit 
in local complex. Covered 
balcony, Elevator ■ stove, 
fridge, inch $30,000.
QUIET
.33 acre lot in quiet area of 
North Saanich. Some 




56'rurni.shed inobile home 
on '/i acre in'the Deep Bay 
area. Fully serviced & 










2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C; 656-1154 
M.L.S. KEALTOKS
TWO BloeOOM 10WNHOUM, filth 
Itidhey, Wilther, diyer. lUdu* 
ond move, 1H bolhronmi, Avollubl# j 
1, IWO. Phone 09112
10 ACili^VUKOfTwATiiFlToNT.Ts 
mil#* Wlnrfy Arm, tnol*h Ini'*, 
tnqoltlef loi Oordfin Ouffy, (,*nlMty i 
Si tllnB*' Ktwl'y Hd'
Royol, Weil Voncow*', B.C. VTt
)H9.
SCWTVrS/DA'E'K 
Cozy three bedroom 
bungalow on fenced lan­
dscaped lot. No steps, 
maintenance free exterior. 
Fruit trees and vegetable 
garden. Close to schools 
and all amenities. $59,800.
JIM EWAN
656-7319 656-5584
Contemporary home of 
unique design to take 
advantage of ocean views. 
Many features including 
dual furnace system, 
detached double garage on 
nearly one acre on East 
Saanich Rd., near 






Beautiful family home on 
landscaped corner lot. 
Three bedrooms, master 
with ensuite, including 
games room, finished 
workshop. Good location. 
All reasonable offers 
considered. For ap­
pointment to view call,




Attractive 5 room smaller 
renovated home on a large 
loti Ideal retirement 
property or check potential 
for early subdivision, 
Asking $60,000. To view 
please cull,





Beautiful quality built 5 
bedroom liomc in Dean 
Park Estates. Features 
include 2 fireplaces, built-in 
vacuum system, imercom, 
garburaior, dishwasher, 4 
pcc. ensuite. Large 10Vi% 
assumable mortgage, To 
view this attractive propeny 
please call,




I'A bath, no pets. 
Reference required. $450 
per month. Phone Mike 




NATIONAL CASH REGISTER FOR 
SALE. Three lunciiont plus tax and 




as Is - what 
05-12
CHESTERFIELD AND CHAIR, like now. 
Ilorol pattern, 656-2079 , 086-12
OARAGE SALEi Soturday, March 22, 
10:00 lo 5;00, 9743 West Saanich 
Rood. 0076-12
ONE SQUARE cornered dork brown 
irldgo In oxcellont condlllon, medium 
site, Phone652.3506,072-13 
MINTO DINGHY with oors, $350. Esko 
2 h.p,, $175, 656-6905. 066.12
BED/CHE$TERFIELD. good condlllon. 
duslyrose, $100, 6S6-19B3, 069-12
IS FT. VANGUARD Irollor. 
Immoculolo condlllon, 656-2357, 009.
I 2- 
fTrI SCREEN (curtain) and grate, $25; 
custom-made sofa ond slip cover, 
$125; piolector screen (37"x50"), $20; 
Johnny polo, $10; Keystone niovie 
enmero (never used), $20; 3 odd 
pieces carpel; 2 lieovy cardlioard 
wordrobes, $12 eoch, Phono 652- 
?I5I,073-12
$INOIR $EWINO MACHINE for sole, 
1975 deluxe model, $250 or best 
nller, I’hone Sue 652.2264 alter 6 
P.m,0101-12
KINO Hir'Kor $.100; iprino'ond
mollreis, $25; black ond while TV, 
$50; colour, $100; divider lomp, $40; 
iwo camp cols, $40, 652-2370, 090-13
TRICYCll, $10; iTreplo'cT S-lube
grote, $25; 4 kllclien (hairs, $10 eoch; 
picnic cooler, $10; F70I5 boiled tire, 
$20 , 656-4306. 094.12
6211.
WAITER/WAITRESS requrr^d br
Canoe Cove Marino Coffee shop part- 
lime. 656-2398. 0102-tl
STEEL FABRICATORS - Union shop lull 
company benefils, shift work. 
Location - North Okanagan valley of 
beautiful B.C. Moil resume to Per­
sonnel Manager, Box 8, Salmon Arm, 
B.C. V0E2T0.Phone832-7116. NA13 
REALTOR HOLDING AN AGENTS 
license required for an oUice in a 
busy West Kootenay City. Forward 
complete resume to box 327, Troll, 
B.C.VIR4L3. NAl 2
JOURNEYMAN MECHANICS with 
G.M. experienced wanted. Apply 
Don Rowbins Pontiac Buick, 193 Nicol 
- Street, Nanaimo, -B.C. V9R 4T1
Phone 754-7784 Contact Service/
Manager. NAl 2
WANTED IMMEDIATELY mature 
reliable , house - parent/couple for 
sheltered home for 6 odults who 
attend day vvorkshop. Apply Beehive 
./Workshop, B6x1550, Drayto'nValley, 
Alberta. Phone403-542-3113. NAI3
Yourself — your friends. 
Become a Vanda Beauty 
Gounsellor. Learn about 
skin care. Work your own 
hours. No territory. No 
quotas. Earn extra $. Info. 
477-9921. 12
WORK WMTSO
CARPENTER SEEKS JOBS of any kind, 
large or small. Additions, sundecks, 
renovotions etc. Free estimates. 656- 
6487, 077-U
MOST PHASES OF GARDENING and 
landscaping also garden design. Coll 
’ Charles Voulrin 656-1595 oiler 5 p.m. 
0103-12
YOUNG MAN, 37 years old. 11 years 
construction experience, 4 year 
carpentry apprenticeship In heavy 
construction seeks employment In 





Tlic largcsi one .stop- 
l!qiiipiiic!il Keiilal Yard on 
llic Saanicli I’cninsnla. 
Am luiri/cd dealer for 
TOKO, l.AWNBGY and 
SNAIMM R.
We ie|iaii all makes.
Reel Mower Specialists.
.^l liori/.ed 
W an a 11 1 y 
Set vice GeiUre.
Dorman’s
DIVORCE! $100 + filing fees. Wo 
prepare your divorce papers over the 
phone fast. For more Informotion 
coll THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES. M.B.A.. LLB. toll-free 112- 
800-663-3035 (in Vancouver area coll 
687-2442). Chargex and Master- 
charge welcomed. 38-tf
TRYING TO LOCATE a young man; 
born February 17. 1957. Believed to 
have taken Administration course in 
regional college. Information: Call 
Lynn (792-1128 (collect). 87
SAAN. PENINSULA GUIDANCE 
ASSOCIATION services for tho 
family, individual, marriage and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 2440 
Sidney Ave. (Town Hall). tf
tNCORPORATEl $200 plus filing fees. 
Incorporate yourself - fast • over the 
telephone. Our forms and typing 
services are lowyer approved. CdU 
Self Counsel Services toll free 112- 
800-663-3035. Chargex and 
Mostercharge approved. 47-tf
|”W0ULD LIKE TO THANK Drs.
Moffoot and Brown, tho nurses and 
staff of the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital ond all our many friends for 
their assistance and many wonderful 
expressions of sympathy and concern 
during tho recent beroavment of my 
door wife Mobel. • Kitch Gone. 12 
WANTED TO SHARE RIDE and ex- 
penses from Rey Road and Pat Bay 
Highway to Parliament Buildings. 
8:00 - 3:30 or 4:00 Mon. - Fri. Please 
call 382-0863 evenings end 
weekends. 034-12
SOS. Ct:jRTOIIITIlS
GULF SERVICE STATION and Variety 
Store. Gross over $350,000 onnually. 
Asking $165,000. Includes stock and 
equipment, $50,000. Phone 690-7262 
or 690-7559. Box 175, Fort Frosor, 
B.C. V0J3A0. IT
VERNON AND DOROTHY M1CHEU 
will be celebrating their 2Sth 
Wedding Anniversary at an open 
house at their home, 3047 Island 
View Road on Sunday. March 23 from 
2 to 6. All friends welcome. 080-12
AHENTION 
Slide Show 
by Mrs. Moy N unn
An invitation is extended to all to o 
showing of slides titled "How Great 
Thou Art", mostly about the beauty of 
nature. Friday, March 21st at 8 p.m. 
Shady Creek Church. Refreshments 
to follow. 12
CQMIlie STENTS
A SHOW OF PAINTINGS BY Joyes 
Mitchell to be held at Dales Picture 
Crohs. 783 Fori St., Victoria. Opening 
Sunday, March 30, continuing dally 
9:30-5:3010 Aprils. 13
RSTIBR
SIDNEY AMD NORTHERN SAANICH 
PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATIVE 
LOCAL ASSOCIATION
Notice of Annual 
General Meeting
A Meeting of this Assoclolion to 
report on the past year's activities 
and to elect a new Executive will be 
held at Margorel Voughn-BIrch Hail, 
Sidney. B.C., at 8:00 p.m. on Thur­
sday, March 27lh. 19B0.
All members and other interested 





.Owner Wilf “Dorman gives 
personal attention to all; 
orders. Phone 656-4754
DOORSI B.C.'t lowest prices! Pre­
hung Interior;' $19.90; solid Exterior 
pre-hungi $59; panelled doors, $39; 
closet bi-folds, $17.90; Deadbolt 
locks, $9.90. Canada's largest 
selection! Write or phone for further 
information. Walker Door Ltd., 1366 
S.W. Marine Dr., Vancouver V6P 5Z9 
(phone 222-1101) or 1589 Garden 







Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs. 
656-32 97
COMPLETE PORTABLE SAWMILL 
Logging businesi, excellent revenue. 
For details and equipment list, phone 
403-996-2287 or Box 160, Mayo, 
Yukon, YOB IMP,NAI2
INVESTOR WILL PURCHASE ma|or 
shore or outright a small machine 
shop business. Living occommodollon 
couid be included. Write Box 309, c/o 
Salmon Arm Observer, Salmon Arm, 
B.C.VOA2TO.  NA12
LAUNDRY DRY CLEANING BUSINESS, 
Ideal lor couple. Room lor expansion. 
In sunny B.C, Interior. Own living 
quarters. For dololls write Box 275 
Llllooet, B.C.VOKIVO, NA12
SUCCESSFUL FOREIGN CAR PARTS 
and repair business lor sole. 
Specializing In Volkswagen parts and 
repairs. Includes oil specialized VW 
tools. $40,500.00, plus parts In­
ventory, Phone 337-8257 Courtenay. 
NAl 2
TOY SHOP located In busy mail, 
minutes from Vancouver. Ideal 
opportunity lor couple Interested In 
locating on txioutllul sunshine cooit, 
Box 1200 Gibsons, B.C. VON 1V0.
NAl 2
IN THE SUPREME COURT 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
In the matter of an ;
/ ; Appllcotldn to Modify ; '
A Restrictive Covenant 
Affecting /
. Victoria Land Title 
Office Title #59752-W
TAKE NOTICE that GEORGE M. 
PUILIN Intends to apply to the 
Supreme Court of British Columbia 
lor on Order directing the Registrar 
of Titles of the Victoria Land Title 
Office, Victoria, British Columbia, to 
allow the subdivision ol the following 
lands:
Amended Lot 9, (DD 294776-1 of 
Section 6 Rongo 3 East, North 
Soonlch District, Plan 7129.
Those persons whoso intorosi in land 
may bo oilocted by the sold sub­
division may moke Ihoir objections, il 
ony, known to tho undersigned or tho 
Victoria Registry ol Iho Supreme 
Court ol British Columblo no later 
than Thursday, March 27lh, 1900.
JAMES W. ROBERTSON 
Henley S Robertson 
Barristers & Solicitors 
2456 Beacon Avenue 
Sidney, British Columbia 
VBL 1X6 656-7231 
SOLICITOR FOR THE APPLICANT
CALVERT. Alan of Sidney. B.C. after a 
lengthy illness on March 15. 1980 
aged 54 years. Survived by his loving 
wife Betty, three daughters, Annette, 
and Gillian at home, Lynn of Cron- 
brooke, B.C., one step-sister, Enid. 
Private service. Flowers gratefully 
declined. Donation to the B.C. Cancer 
Fund would be appreciated. 
Arrangements through Iho Memoriol 





If a municipal council is 
warned about the possible 
damage to private property 
from trees in its parkland, is 
it legally liable?
Considering this question 
at the Monday night 
meeting of Central Saanich 
council, aldermen decided it 
was worthy of in­
vestigation.
In a letter to the 
municipality Mr. and Mrs. 
Brian A. Kort, 1013 
Damelart Way, Brentwood, 
said that they‘ were con­
cerned about the trees in 
parkland behind their home 
which they felt were a 
hazard to neighborhood 
homes and property.
Since they had been living 
there, Kort said, eaves, 
clothes line and garden shed 
had been broken by large 
boughs falling on them. 
During the height of the 
wind storm on the evening 
of March 12, another large 
bough struck the house and 
shed.
It was unsafe for children 
to be outside in a wind as 
they were liable to be struck 
by falling boughs, the letter 
said,
“We are placing Central 
Saanich on notice that 
should a catastrophe 
happen, you would be held 
liable for any injury or 
damage on our property or 
of people therein,” the 
letter concluded.
The matter will be 




NO JOB TOO IMALl, Young cor- 
p*nt*r willing lo do lancM, lun- 
docki. rnnovnllont, pointing ale. All 
work guoronl»«d, Phon* Hon 656- 
0287or«6-3625, . H
WANTEOi Cowl ond quota, Will pay 
lop prlc*. Apply to John or Jam«i 
Zoll, 1055 Tholn Rd,, CobbI* Hill, B.C, 
VOK lL0orplwn«743-5022, tl






DON'T START BUILDING until you 
hny* ehatkod oul lh« com ond 
labour limn you will lovn wh*n you 
ui* corrugnlad llbraglaii pan*li. 
Our pon»li look b*uuillul, or* o» 
xliong ox mvlol ponalt, n*var nu»d 
pointing. SImpI* to uia, jtiil cut lo 
lit* wllh itimilard Iriolt and noli Inin 
nlot*, thon III down and odmit* lh» 
lop knokh job you'vs don#, Wh«r* 
ond whan con you ui* llbwglaxi 
|wn«li? On juil obout ony pipjtct; 
lonc*i, ilnrog* bulldlngi, polio 
fooli. born roollng, oml iiding, tool 
ihndi, playhouiai, corporli, and 
woikilmpi, Pnn*li ptlrodol; 39f iq. 
Il, lo 95c iq, II,, toll or vrril*, Nulob, 
MO 6301, 23470 Proi*r Highway, 





lADIEI AND OINIIIMIN, pnil orta 
lull lima holp nuodad in fiidiwy and 
Urnniwood Aroo, Earn ohov* 
uv«iog» waqm. Phon* 4711 954x5. 34. 
11
MOST PHASE! nl goiilniiiiHi ond 
loMil-,iiipih() olio qoidon dntiqi 
Coll Choili". Vonliio, 654> 1595 oiuu 5 
p ro 10 II
5PriDYnoARWr'WR'v['a.”"OMrd
iBlIohIo work, PIihub tall ullBr 4 p,m. 
656 6859. 11
S.ll ACRES - Oldlltld Rood. Ho* 362
Soonkhion PoiiOllli*. VOI IMfl. 
0088-12
28','. ,  3.1.
M' > « 41 ,  4.50
WnM 3,60
72',4x39’/, , . .2,75
31 \‘i N 33H 3,40
WyMV', ,, 2,00
?i V '>5", “" ' ' I ■ " I i-n
AND MANY MORE, CAN OtllVtR
656-6656
(01*3.15)
HANDYMAN • imoll appnonc«i, 
lanky loutoli, hrokon cord tndi alt, 
No job loo imoll, loir pricai, Oaorg# 
MtConnall,65f-7670,!a
NO JOB TOO tMAll. Young r.nglith 
rarfwninr. 5 yanm appranlltaxhip. 
Ounionlaad woik, Coli Slay* 656- 
5819. Il
AUTOS C BOATS
IM« FORD STATION WAGON, $450 
or bail ollar. Good running ordar, 
656 6656, 064-12
•H GUtlPlY lOAT, 21V. It,, Sadon 
ilyla, 165 Marerwitar, ilatn I'onvo*, 
C8, 01. tondam Roiuirunnat trallar, 
$n,S0O.479-57a9, Il
CHICKS - brown agg loyari, whila
laghotn., whil# tockt, ordar aofly 
thip onywhara, Noplar Chick Solai, 
6743 • 2l6lh 5t,, Box 59, Mllnar, B.C, 
VOX ITO. 534-7333, '•
RIAUriFui YOUNG wall Irolnad 
•ornoyd/collta, lovai clilldran, kaan 
watch dog. Ownar went lo CoigoiY, 
6.56-3071. 099-13
S/Tli "ARABIAN ITAlllON,
"KIRKISTAN" gray 15'3", Excallanl 
conlormoilon, dl»po»l|lon, 
bloodllnai, olliprlng, PtolaHionolly 
irolnad, Shown tuctaiilully, Dalux# 
3 hofla trallar, romp, doori, torJdlai, 
aqulpmanl. Tok* Van iporlt vlnloga 




Wadding, mhlvariory ate-' iop* Aid 
ornomantx on hand, Phon* Mary 65fl. 
86SB. (096-15)
iMCOWk iAX.MlUNNS f«PAkU.i., 
Will com* lo itiutini. wnlwt, in 
Sidnay oran. RaaionobI* roiat.








Nolle* ol Inlonllon lo Cloia Pod ol a 
30 II, Lonn Which Runi Oil Gowlond 
Poinl Rood AdlatanI lo lot 7, Plon 
32087, Sacllon 3. Pandar lilond, 
Cawithon DUIricI
Nolle* Il haioby glv»n Ihol il It Ih*
: Inlonllon ol th« Mlnlilry ol Tron- 
iportallon B HIghwoyi lo clot* port 
ol 0 20 It, Ion* which rum oH' 
Gowlond Point Rood ndjocanl lo Lol 
7, Plon 33007, Sacllon 3, Pondar 
lilond, Cowichan Dlitrict. Thli Iona It 
lo b* ra.ailobllihod balwaan Lol 6 A 
7, Plon 32007, Socllon 3, Pandar 
Itinnd. Cowichan Oltiricl.
Submliiloni |n wflHng ragardlng Ihit 
intandad food cloiura will b* 
raeWvad by lha Dlilricl HIghwnyt 
Monogar, Mmlilry ol Troniporlnllon 
a llighwayi, Slo. 103 ■ 4475 
Vlawmcml Avanua, Vltlorjo, B.C., 






BRENTWOOD BAY Al Anon fomlly 
group maalt Tuaidny tvtnlng and 
Sidnay Al Anon maatt Wtdnatdoy 
__ 12
victorSTiociiitv for aiTtTstTc
04IIDIIIN rummeig* and buk# tola, 
Morth 32, 9:30 - 3.30, VIc Watt 
CrjinmunilvCanlra, .521 CriiloMnwar. 
U7I..I2________ ___ _ ...
C.U.C, IINGIRE CHORAL group will 
b* ol lha Rati Movan Savanlli Day 
AdvaniHi Churih, April 3, ri30 p,m. 
All walcoma. 074.1? >
IT. JOMN1E CHURCH Wail toonlch 
Road, 1*0 and art thaw, loiurdoy, 
March 2'J,2|>,fTi, ig
A successful speech 
contest wns held Feb. 28 by 
the Discovery Tonstmistress 
Club. Third place was taken 
by Myra Larsen; second by 
Robert Freidstadt and the 
winner was Lea King,
A demonstration meeting 
planned for Marclt 27 will 
be video-taped. Guests arc 
invited lo attend this special 
meeting at 7184 East 





A party was held at The 
Latch recently to celebrate 
the 65lh birthday of Mrit. 
llaAcI Blaaow, of 10986 
Madrona Drive, Sidney 
who was also celebrating 
her retirement from 
Shoppers Drug Mart after 
12 years.
I would like to thank nil 
the customers who were so 
nice to me over the years, 
she says.
banning Press Requires
400 to 800 sq. ft. of heated 
working & storage area, 




MARCH 29 - 30
10A.M.TO8 P.M.
SANSCHA HALL, SIDNEY
DOOR ADMISSION .50c FOR INFORMATION
COFFEE & DO-NUTS ON SHOWING OR SELLING
AFTERNOON TEA PHONE 656-4523
BILLMOSHEM
Once again the Sidney office of Block Bros. 
Realty Ltd. is very pleased to congratulate Bill 
for being tops in sales for the month of Febru­
ary. Bill specializes in residential and commer­
cial properties serving his clients in the Saanich 









"SMI: COT INTO THE COOKING SHERRY LAST NIGHT!"
- PLEASE NOTE NEW HOURS
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 P.M 
Mon.toFti.
\Sunithme Se.cretnrinl Serriett
6S6S64I 24S2 Beacon Ave.
"FOU AU. VOUK TVI-ING NKF.DS"MMnuHaiRmw
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SERVICE DIRECTORV















CONTRA CTING L TD.
' Speciolizing in 





All typM of brick and block work, 
now firoplaces or repair your oid 





•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. ^ 

























Fence Posts, Digging, 50 



















Stucco - Drywall 















“Big or small 
we will do them all”






























Gne call does and Tractor Service
it all. Rotovating & Levelling 




Renovations - Concrete 
Placing - Driveways - 






PATCHING SPECIALISTS < PRICE 


















III!...... I............... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..........
Your Locksmith 
In Sidney
■ Emergency Service ■ ; :
.'.jAvoilal^le^^i;
RogulorHours











Government certified technician 
with 35 yeors^e^^nence in 



















1864 John Rd. 
656-2691
Quick — Tidy — Elfideni
Get ready for summer 
iPower flush your motor! 
including thermostat, $45, 
Open Mon. • Fri. 9 • 4:30 | 1 p.m., Sat. 8 • 1:00 p.m. 




















WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE 
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT






•Smalt Businost Accounts H-tf
Marine
Backhoe Work, Trucking
BACK FILLING -- LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES








Now specializing in | 
finishing carpentry,! 
cabinets and built-ins, j 
rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
additions — no job too | 
Ismail. j
I Kcnoviile and Save ■ 
I FREEESTIMATICS [ 
t Call 656-4915 J
SUMS INHM VMiWP IHHMI
I
ROY’S ALl.BAY MARINE SERVICES 1.1 




FACTORY AUniORI/.ED REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. .STERN DRIVE - JOHN.SON AND 
EVINUm)!; OUTBOARDS. MERCRUISER 
STERN DRIVE.









































A & B BOAT TOPS
Complal# Boot UpliolK*ry 






















i.liuildina ■ pihriixl lyilwmi.. Fo) 
ls,l»OTui» (fsmmRftinlnnrf(itHina 
iKiuit
PIA NO TUNER A REPAIRS 




• ON SIGHT A SPECIALTY
• AIMUSTA VOICE HAMMERS
actiOlU. SOUfJD SERVICn TO 
r»UBLIC.-TEAaiBHS. * 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, CLUBS A CHURCIlliS 
69.50 WALI.ACE HR., BRI'NIVVOOH BAY
/U;LY home ami 
OFFICE CUMNERS
Wlmtowi > floor! ■ CarfHtli 
MornpilOUi.*,




Al»o HoulidU Wll|ri*lly»f twiRlo














Carpet ft Upholitery Cleaning
Through Steam Extraction 
Systems wo bi ing batk LIFE lo 
youi valuable invosfrnonls.







your roofingFor all 
need.s.
Shakes, Shingles, Tar& 






Duct work. Chimneys, 




















Marina. Auto ft Safety Glo#» ;., 
Window Class • MIrrori 
Windshields Instailod 





COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING 8 WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 




if you arc going to plant fruit trees, or, for that 
matter, any large trees, at this time of year, one of the 
most important things to keep in mind is that they will 
require a little extra care in the form of regular watering 
if they are to survive.
it seems a bit silly to talk about watering right now, 
when we are all skulking about under umbrellas, and 
squishing around in wet shoes, wishing we had the 
courage to go downtown shopping, in a pair of stout 
rubber boots . . . but those arid times will come, and we 
gardeners will be casting an anxious eye on any passing 
cloud, fairly willing it to rain!
My suggestion is based on the girl guide motto; Be 
Prepared! When you plant your tree, dig a generous 
hole, and at the outermost edge stand a piece of pipe 
about a foot in length, i.e., one that will reach from the 
level of the surrounding soil to the level of the tree’s 
roots. During dry weather you will be able to water the 
tree directly to the root area.
You will have read, or heard of, or maybe even own a 
“Ross Root Feeder” a most excellent device, which, 
when attached to your garden hose, and driven into the 
ground waters the roots of your trees. Gur length of 
pipe serves the same purpose, and costs much less.
Any bit of pipe will do . . . perhaps a length of drain 
pipe, a section of conduit, even a piece of tile left over 
from some job and carefully put aside (most gardeners 
seem to hate to throw anything out that might, at some 
future date, come in handy). We put down such pieces 
of pipe when we planted each of our trees, and never 
lost one. ‘
it is very unlikely that you will need to use this 
method of watering after that tricky first year, since 
after that most trees have developed a root system 
capable of handling their needs.
XA bit now about lilies. Most of us who have lived on 
the coast will be familiar with the wild lily that we, as 
children, called either “curly lilies” or“Easter lilies” 
and others called “dog tooth violets”.
Any of you who may, as I have attempted to tran­
splant a bulb or two into your home garden, will have 
discovered that their bulbs grow very deep un­
derground.
This phenomenon seems to hold true for most of the 
lily family. Please read any instructions given on the lily 
package, or refer to your favorite garden book, before 
planting, since there always seem to be exceptions.
Gne thing that appears to be true for almost all lilies, 
except, perhaps the swamp lily (otHerwise known as the









To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 










Sidney, B.C. Phone 656-6170
party
as training
TIte Saanicli Peninsula 
PiTwer Squadron held a pre- 
cruise party Feb, 29 for 
those taking part in the last 
training criiise of the 1979- 
80 training year. About 80 
or more siutienls and 
members were present to 
meet boai .skippers who had 
voltmiecrcd the use of their 
boats as a training aid.
A large display of marine 
safely items and gear was 
presented by Sea Chest 
Sailing Shop and a talk was 
given by Mrs. Freda 
Oanizer of Rimpac Divers 
on scuba diving procedures 
and power boat safety. Site 
was assisted by Marilyn 
Maguon and Dan 
Wcslinghoiise.
Willi a lilile rain and 
cloud Inti cMlm seas nine 
Squadron bouts Icfl port 
March 2 with 40 students 
aboard and completed u 
complicated training cniisc
10 Bird’s Bye Cove,
On the return trip 
Students had an op­
portunity to put into 
praciicc wliat they lutd 
learned in the classrooms 
during past wlnicr nighls. 
Most boats were bitek in 
their berths by late af­
ternoon,
Bxnms for tlie boating 
course will be held March
11 and 12 and closes the 
training year for tlie power 
squadron.
drairiagexSbmeVauthprities even advocate planting lily 
bulbs on their sides, so that water can’t coiled on the 
scales, and cause rotting.
This seems an extrame measure to me, and is passed 
on simply as a matter of interest. One book that I have 
found very reliable suggests putting a couple of inches V 
of sand, both under and over, each bulb, to provide 
good drainage. My nieghbour has put her iillies in a bed 
raised about six inches above the surrounding soil, and 
they are doing beautifully.
'When planting lilies you will need a little peat moss to 
acid to the soil, some organic matter and some bone 
meal . . . other than that, any garden soil seems to be 
satisfactory.
Lilies may be grown successfully in cither full sun or 
partial shade. Remove dead blossoms after they fade, 
but leave all the leaves to help plump up the bulb for 
next year’s flowers.
Some of the more delicate lilies, or the hardy 
amaryllis, should be mulched over the winter under a 
layer of six inches of grass clippings, or something 
similar,. ■
Those of you who want something very beautiful, 
exotic, and in some ca.ses fragrant, should consider 
adding a few of these bulbs to your garden. We have 
two enormous ones in the front garden that reach a 
height of six feet, and regard me with regal hauteur as I 
kneel, humbly weeding, at their feet, Enough to give a 
per.son an itifcriority complex!
A helpful hint, this week, from Mr. Ralph Roberts, 
of Chalet Road. He suggests that when you plant your 
carrot seed (a bit early yet) this year, you plant a row a 
foot wide, rather llian several single rows. He does this, 
and ilien covers the seed with .sacking, keeping it moist 
until the carrots have sprouted up ilirough the sack.s.
At the same lime (unless you have .some .secret, 
miraculous remedy) a lol of weeds will have sprouted up 
Ilirough the sacking. He says the weeds tend to spread 
oul over the sacking, whereas the carrot seedlings grow 
stonily upright, At this point he . gently raises the 
sacking, leaving iltc carrots firmly In the ground, since 
they pop right ihriTUgh the holes, but the weeds come up 
wiiii the sucks, doing the first weeding with no more 
elTori Ilian lifting the sacks,
Me also suggests, rather than storing carrots over 
winter in damp sand, yon hilj them up nbom six inches 
in depth and leave them in the ground, digging them as 
you need them.
Next week, we'll talk about the climbing vines, things 




As the 1980 fishing 
iciison approaches, 
nshermcn, fish buyers, and 
fish processors arc being 
icminded by Environment 
Minister Stephen Rogers of 
a recent change in the 
I'rovtriciul I isiiertcii Act, 
which is designed to provide 
more accurate records of 
sales between fishermen 
and fish buyers,
The new regulation which 
went into effect last Sept. 
28, requires every holder of
a Msli liuying licence under 
section 17(2) of the 
Erovinciul I'ishcrlcs Act to 
keep either tho licence or a 
ceilificd co|iy of tiic licence 
on the premises referred lo 
in the licence. This 
rcgulaiion will ciisutcMliat 
flsltermcn know when they 
are dealing with a bona 
fide, licenced fish biiyer 
who is requited to ac- 
cm ately record and report 
all stdes,
Daily; cards, library, 
morning coffee, afternoon 
lea,
Thursday; 9:30 a.m, 
I’npklary, 10 a.m. weaving, 
carpel bowling; noon; 
lunch: I p.m. bridge, 
dressmaking, weaving; 7 
p.m. crib.
Friday - 9:30 a.m, 
Spanish; 10 a.m. senior 
ccrafiiics, quilting, keep fit; 
noon, hmcb, I p.m. chess 
club, .Silver "T” Bells, 
practice, .slietch and sew; 2 
p.m, jncko; 7 p.m. evening 
'cards.'
Suiurday and Sunday 
open 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. lor 
drop-ins,
Monday: 10 a.m. dance 
lor (un, rnacramc, quilling,
billiards; noon, lunch; 
12:30 p.m. ceramics; 1 p.m. 
swim club; 2 p.m. films; 
t,b,a,7;30 bingo,
Tuesday: 9:30 a.m. 
lapidary; 10 a.m, 
Screnaders practice, 
palming; noon, lunch I 
p.m, whist, St. Johns 
course, painting; 7 p.m, 
shufflcboard and games, 
Wednesdayi 10 a.rn. 
novelties; noon, hot dinner; 
I p.m. discussion group; - 
programme committee 
iiicctitig; 2 p.m,, concert 
Bark land Hchrxil choir 7 
p m, dHplienfe bridge,
Trip tickets on sale: 
Sookc Museum and 
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2403 BEACON AVE. (5th & Beacon) 
2405 BEACON AVE. (Upper Mall) 656-3342
LADIES’ WEAR 
& ACCESSORIES
(ELEVATOR FROM PARKING LOT ENTRANCE)
i’ir
.f. ,L X "S' I
w ■ i .I I V.....
MaiY Gifson with owner Joane Jones.







Coffee & Cookies 
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COME CHECK OUR 
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